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'FF7TACH

A day-lonz meeting of more than 100 individuals from Hawaii's
buzinesses, governments, educational institutions and other groups
was Ileld in the Hawaiian Electr-l-c Comtany's auditorium on the 17th
of January 1977. Topics covered included: Changing Communication
Technologies, information Flow, Skills 1:eeds and Development, and
Public interest Issues.

Panelists and speakers from the various segments of Hawaii's
society were joined by a distinguished guest, Hert.f.t Dordick of
the Annenberg chool of Comr.unications, Los Angeles, in a wide-
ranging discusf,,ion of many crucial communication issues.

Organized by the University of Hawaii's Hawaii Research
Center for Futures Study, the meeting was the first of several
such activities nianned for 1777.

Tni.s, volume represents a fairly complete record of the con-
ference. Due partly to timr- and budfLet constraints:the tran-
scripts and papers have not-been .given the kind of editorial
attention which is customPY-y. However, this is an informal

Publication, designed to be of imirr,diate use as a digest of
conference proceedings, and we trust that the participants in the

conference will be tolerant.

Appreciation and thanks aro due to Mr. Jesse Lopez for his
many hours of transcription, tO Ms. Jeanette Avent for her
editorial werk, to Ms. Gayle Ing :for her skillful typing, nd

to Professor L.S. Harms for 1:is guidance and hard work. We are,

of course, indebted'to all who played'an act,ive'role in the
conference.

Richard J. Barber
Acting Director
Hawaii Researcli fl;mt,Er 1,17 IHtures Study
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"ALTERNATIVE FUTURES"

Gerald Sumida

As an historical rule, we generally become avare of profound
transformations in our society only after those transformations have
been taking Place for some time. By the time that ve are able to
appreciate fully what these changes are and how they are affecting
our lives, we hjave already tended to accept them as somewhat
common-Place and perhaps even as inevitable. We may not particu1ar1y
like these changes or the-prospects they offer, or we may see new
opportunities that could be Quite useful and desirable. Put it is
only-by looking back from a viewing point in time that we can
detect a pattern of events, the emergence of certain forces, and
the crystallization of social processes thnt shp,1 thr

nature of the transformations taking place.

The communications revolutionor more accurately, the rev,,
lutions in the technologies of communications--lies at the base of
the most pervasive and profound aocietal transformation in modern
history. Indeed, we can aptly-refer to our post-industrial society
as the "communications society" and to our present as the
"communications era." Certainly the explosive proliferation of
recent advances in communications technologies as well as the
countless ways, obvious and subtle, in which these innovations
are altering our attitudes and patterns of thought and action
justify these designations.

We have already linked virtually every populated area of the
earth into a global communications system; which has begun to
coalesce the human race into a single global society. We are even

attempting to 'communicate with extraterrestrial civilizations by
means of continuous deep space transmissions as well as the
pietorial greeting attached to the Pioneer-10 space vehicle
launched in 1972.

The emergence of the communications society results from .
the most recent of four major revolutionary developments in commu-
nications: the evolution of spoken language, the emergence of
written language, the invention of printing, and the electronics
revolution. More specifically, within the compressed time-span
of less than 200 years, we have seen a plethora of inventions in
communications technologies, including the newspaper, the tele-
graph, transoceanic cables, radio, the telephone, and the moving
picture. Within the hyper-compressed time span of some 30 years,
we have seen an accelerating outpouring of such inventions as
television, computers and other information processing machines,
communications satellites, CB radio, lasers, cable television,
computer conferencing systems, fiber optics, holography
(permitting the projection of three-dimensional images), and
more.
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Aside from exIande'-i mcssibilities for education, entertainment

and commercial advertising, the most imPortezt immact of these

ad-rances in communications technologies has been the Prihrce-,ent of

the information process. John McHale describes thiq 4n the following

terms:.

"Human information Processing is ulaioue...in the

degree to which man hPs consciously elaborated and
transmitted his Personal information interactions
through soPhisticated symbol systems...human society
is essentially detendent on its comron symbolic
systema.They provide both-its cohesion and its
'reality'.

What is new and criticPl in human affairs is the
recent externalisaton of these software informatiOn
processes into hardware tool systems, which.perform
various types of informaticm prucc-r;sing for man--at
greater speeds, with greater precision and thc capncit7:
to deal with greater cuantities of inn:rmion than

the unaided human senses."

The innovations in communications technologies provide

tremendous opportunities for rationalizing and systematizing the

-information process in order to assist decision-making in many

different areas of human activity, whether for private businesses

and organizations, international bodies, governmental agencies,

legislatures, or for society's general political processes. A

few illustrations suggest the possibilities that are already

available:

First_are computer conferencing systems which enable .widely

dispersed parties to enr;age in continous decisional interactions.

They also permit a person to leave the conference at any time and

obtain a full update of intervjning discussions upon returning.

Particular variants are EMTSARI, developed for use by the U.S.

Office of Emergency PreparPdness, and the "Hotline International"

system in which groups located around the'world can participate

In intr,rnational conferences. This latter possibility was

ezoiored for persons at the University of Hawaii and the East-

West Center in connection with the United dations conference on

human settlements recently hPld in Vancouver.

Second is the ACCESS project, an action/research policy-

oriented project conCerned with using telecommunications to

increase the capabilities of public decision-makers and inter-

ested citizens to defend and enhance the qunlity of life in their

;region .as they- determine it.. This project, which is funded in

part by the National Science Foundation, is sited in the South

Coast 2egion of Santa Eartara County, California.

Third are various modeling-simulation projects aimed at

defining .alter'native policy choices for particular geographic
r7
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areas or regions and determining through simulations their
conseouences. These include the Hawaii Environmental Simulation
laboratory, the Hawaii construction industry simulation of the
Hawaii Research Center for Futures Study, the Regional Simulation
Study of the University of British Columbia's Resource Science
Center, the Geographic Planning and Analysis System developed by
the Battelle Memorial Institute for Des Moines, Iowa, and New York
City, and other regional information processing and planning systems.

Fourth are electronic public referenda on critical public
issues. The Televote system, developed on a pilot basis in
several communities, governmental agencies and schools in
California by Vincent Campbell, enables the particular congti-
tuency to explore critical issues and then through a tele-
communications system decide upon a course of action. -The TV
Towm Meeting, sponsored by the Regional Planning Association
based in New York City, provided citizens in New York, New
Jersey and Connecticut with the opportunity to participate via
television in town meetings dealing with regional issues of
housing, transportation, environment, poverty and cities/suburbs,
and to "vote" by ballot on specific policy issues. These pilot
programs suggest that citizens in large communities, and even
whole societies,'may be able, at minimum cost and inconvenience,
to participate in public decision-making through telecommunications
systems.

These and similar innovations in communications technolo-
gies, particularly those involving information processing and
analysis for decision-making purposes, can greatly assist us
in Hawaii to explore systematically the policy choices, both
public and private, confronting our State and especially the
consequences of such choices. It would be useful, for example,
if we could explore through simulations the consequences of major
legislative and executive action before such action is taken.
This could result.in refinements and improvements in proposed
policies or in refraining from taking such actions, if the
consequences would be other than as desired.

Moreover, the communications revolution, which has
virtually eliminated geographical distance, opens up exciting
possibilities fur Hawaii to become the communications center of
the Pacific. Indeed, telecummunipations systems such as those
of the U.S. Pacific Area Command, the Communications Satellite
Corporation, and the University of Hawaii's ALOHA system have
already made Hawaii an important link in a regional comuni,cat.ions
network.

The expansion of these systems, especially those involved
in businest, education, health and the communicstions industry
itself, should be carefully and systematically studied. We
shoula n1.o erinlisly explore the prihi1ity of establishing
wba icci L Theobillfi hn ill ri Lhe "Terran Communications
..oni-01-.:" This center would have both information-proceSsing

..,
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and transmittina but vould be primari7y en7a7ed

rgianal and F:loha7 mrsb-'sm-solvinm. Tt wo"l^ h-ve
information hanks with information gathe-ed from all Parts of
the world and would use this in-Pormation to PiT-ulate the conditions

under which 'problems arise. From such simulations would come both
proposed solutions and alternative courses of action, as well as

the caT,ability of anticipating future problems.

Most fundamentally, however, we must also seriously exr:lore
the need for a very basic and vital communications process in

Hawaii to help us determine and depict whet future for Hawaii we
prefer and how we Can attain that pre-Perred future. The co:Lmflni_

cations revolution makes possible the Procesing of prodigirus
amounts of information, while generating at the same time the

need for even more infor:flation. Obviously, we must be able to

categor3se and analyze this exi.nnding mass of informatinn in

urder to obtain and create as much useful and menningful
know-le(ige as possible about pnrticula- T.Jrms and possibiliii,r_

But vast quantitie, o-P inforMation and even various forms

of knowledge do not, and will not, in themselves pde
with the meaning and valu,,s that we deem essential for all of

as to continue to nurture the kind of se,-iety that we prefer

to live in; one that embodies a system of values and human

relationships that we subsume under the phrase "the Aloha

Spirit." Nor will information and knowledge in themselves

furnish the wisdom required of us all to choose and maintain a

course that will preserve and enhence the values and qualities

of life that make Hawaii and its people virtually unique among

the world's societies.

We can today see within our society social, economic and

even cultural forces that threaten.to erode, if not more

quickly destroy, the warmth, friendliness, and the ethos of

caring and cooperation embodied in the Aloha Spirit. Many of

these fo'rces will, in any event, perhaps continue to change our

di/erse ways of life. However, the distances of space, culture

and awareness that are subtly separating the various communities

and diverse ethnic and socio-economic groups are not being

bridged by effective processes of communication, interaction,

,concern and problem-solving. We cannot, particularly in this

instance, abdicate our concerns to our political leaders,

legislators and governmPnt agencies. What is at stake is cur

cultural identity, which is itself coMposed of many cultural

diversities, and the ovcilling, value system which binds our

society tosether.

We must reenblish, or establish anew, processes of

communinntion within society to bridge these emerging

gaps between and among our diverse communities. This is,our

ultimate and izreatest comilmnications challenge. It lies at

the heartcof our arsfining and wo.rhinr. 1-..iard a conunen, preferred

filt-,mre frit. Pnwnii.' Ve will noV. bp shlo to mcc.l. this particular
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"CONFEaENCE 0RI777A-7-0"

L.S.

At the beginning of the decade when the Hawaii 2000 work

was first under way, a number of far-reaching changes were becoming

evident in the communication field. The spectacular Apollo 11

walk-talk on the moon provided a preview of the shape of things

to come.

'Since 1970, many bf us in the communication field have

been concerned with the large scale changes being brought about

-by: new communication technologies; global interdependenr.e; And,

cultural pluralism. Any one of these three -te,-)luoic,gy, inter-

dependence or pluralism--introdur.es enough complexity, enough new

problems!to make our work:interesting for the -rest of the century_

We have to somehow deal with issues of a type and in a scale that

is new to most of us--beyOnd our previous experience.

Today, our intent is to begin a program of information

sharing, study., and-discussion about Hawaii's Communication

Futures. Later in the day, after we have suent a few hours

examining a number of policy and planning issues, Richard Barber

will sketch out.some of the work underway now in Hawaii and

suggest what some of our next steps might be.

Two long term efforts--one in Canada, the other in

Australia--can serve us aS models, if we adapt them to the

special conditions in Hawaii. The general goal is to help

build a knowledge base appropriate for the important policy

and planning decisions that will be made in the years ahead.

Such a knowledge base will need to include data, information,

a knowledgeable professional community, and an informed public.

In September 1969, at about the time the Hawaii 2000 work

was getting underway, the'Canadian Minister of Communications

"announced plans for a comprehensive stUdy. . .of

the 'present state and future prospects of communi-

cations in Canada. The purpose was to gather as

much information as possible, together with the

widest cross-sect:ion of opinion, and the Minister

accordingly said that participation by all concerned

from any source would be given careful consideration."

These are the ol,ening words of a remarkable book drafted by

Henry Hindley and titled Instant ,World. This book summarizes the

first two years of work by the Telecom:mission, as the Canadian

effort was called. More-than )40 separate studies were completed.

Six major conferences were held.' Public hearings and discussions

were }-ilr aL vaHrnn le7Pls in many parts of the country. -Hindley

11



"th= Pto,7t 7.=-7.,c---n4c:=tzon= are
and can be variously interpreted by tose
"fferent v4wrcints."-

Instant '.Corld concludes:

f,,,r from ;lair

"Some important themes recurred throuzhout the course
of the studies. !.fost importan4, Perhaps was the
insistence that communications are of the People, bv
the Peer:le and fcr the People. If it be aCcepted tnat
there is a 'right to communicate,' all Canadians are
entitled to it. ,.;es;:systems, new services that are
coming into use today, and others that can be forseen
durihrz the next decade or two, can be harnessed, given
the will-and the purrose,,to PrOvide new cpc.)L-turi:,,-,
new alternatives, and new and more satisfying ways of
life and .habits of Tnird Thl-u=, a desirable

objective of Canadian communication policy Might be
to ensure access to telecommunications services,
on an equitable basis,"

This last policy point on "ecuity" provided the c,-zntrai .

thesis for a new document published two years later in 1973 unde:'
the title, "Proposals for a Communications Policy for Canada, A
Position Paper cf the Government of Canada.:" This policy parer

was followed by another in 1975. Th=, effoi:t to build a coherent

body of communication policy continues.

Some of that policy effort has been translated into plans
that have in turn led to More ecuitable services. The ANIK

saltellites, for instance,'are configured to serve both the
poRulus South and also the sparsely populated North on an
increasingly "equitable" basis. These new satellite based
services are considered to be a direct outgrowth of the
Telecommunication studies'.

In Australia, an effort of similar scope was undertaken by
the National Telecommunications Planning Branch of the Planning'
Directorate,of the Australian Telecommunications Commission
beginning early in 1971. under the title of Telecom 2000.

The task was conceived, and has been pursued, as
an examination of the capabilities and the role of
telecommunication in the society of the future.

The first two Years of the Australian effort was summarized in
a report titled Telecom 2000. It resembles the Canadian effort
in number of studies, consultations, diseurlsions, seminars und
conferences. It differs from the Canadian effort in that the
emphasis is on planning rather than on policy.

The rnriqdinn Telerommissjon worked from a noli6- approach
nr1.1. ii 'Ii to r!opfli,lor Onnning. The Australian National

12
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Telecommunications Planning Group did the opposite. They.began

with a Planning approach and went on to outline the implications

for policy.

What is striking in reviewing the as the

two summary documents, Instant World a. is that

the knowledge base for these two effor similar

and one must add, very large and growi, And of course,

the two aPproaches,-policy and planning, are related, and at some
levels and in some contexts are riot readily distingUishable.

In reviewing these two efforts, we felt that this first
meeting-tinThawaii's Communication Futures might,reasonably
begin to identify some of the key issues for both future
communication policy:and future communication planning efforts.

As you know, both.communication policy science and
communication planning science are multi-method and problem-
oriented approaches. Both are dew sciences, Still tnkint!.

growing, develoPing. Still they are advanced enough and well

enough tested to provide Some useful tools.

Both the Canadian and Australian efforts grouped the set

of specificcommunication issues into a small number of general

issue areas. .We halie attempted to do the same. The four

general issue.areas grow out of wille-Tanging discussions in

irarious grodps in Hawaii..
1\,

As shown in the program for"this conference, the four

general issue areas or "baskets" selected ai-e: Technology

Applications, Information Flow, Skill Acquisition, and Public

Interest.

The discussion today will be organized around these four

groupings. If at the end of the day, we think it worth our

while to continue these discussions, Dick Barber will outline

one poc,sible tirriet9.hle for doing so.

13



"CHAGING COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES--
OPTIONS, PROBLEMS, POSSIBILITIES FOR THE FUTURE"

Ned Weldon, Panel Chairman

The theme of our discussion this morninG is th i.t of
changing technology on future communications.

The tendency here or the temptation for-the panelists is to
predict. We know about technology, we think we have a feel for .

what society needs in the way of commUnications. So it's
tempting to predict what will happen in about 10, 20 or 50 years,
I'd like to caution the panelists (they're very cautious to begin
with) that this is a difficult game. The business of prediotin6
where technology will take society is extremely.ervor-prune.
What I'd like to do iS prst of all try to give you some idea why
that is and to(give you some examples-Tkind of humorous examples--
of what things have been predicted recently-

First of all, what we're doing is very analogous to
predicting the motion of-a randoM point,,so-called.Brewnian Motion.
What we have.is some imperfect knowledge of the position and
velocity of a point and direCtion and-we're trying to predict
where-that point will take us down the road at sothe unit of time.
There are two ways in which you can ere. One is direction. We

have.no idea when this point will change direction; this is
analogous to technical breakthrough-4new technologies that we

k.
sit,here-and are totally ignorant,of. The other problem, One
not so severe, is Just misinformation about the current position
and velocity. In other words trying to predict from current
trends just how far and how,fast communication technology will
do is difficult.

With that in mind let me tell you about some predictions
that were made 15 years Ago, 1962. The.50th anniversary'of the
I.E.E.E. (the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers)
pUblished an issue of their proceedings-which was about 3 inches
thick.and was chalkfull, Of predictionS by the experts:as to where
technology Will take us an the next 50 years. This is the year
2012. Now I'll spare the predictors further embarrassment by
leavingtheir names out. I'll just give you their positions in
the various firms they were associated with and tell you what
they predicted. I've gone through these and I've called out thern
most interesting ones--some.of them vere.totally crazy,,others
totally unimaginative. These are somewhere in the middle.

First. Let me give you some general, comments. This Vas
1962--post-Sputnik. .Practically everyone of these predictors,
these eminent scientists, missed the electronics revolution,
the thing you can buy today for 3 or 4 dollars was not forecast
by anyone. That's.number one. Allthe ,implications that that
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has had.dn the future of communication electronics was missed.
Most of the predictions, more than half, were realized within five

to .,en years of the prediction, and this was a 50 year forecast!

Thee are the super-conservatists speaking. Many other predictions
4 were just crazy-or wrong. They were wrong at the time predicted;

theycouldn't happen. And then, of course, there were lots of
humorous seeming stabs at predicting these breakthroughs. Everyone

knows these are going to be breakthroughs. 'We try to project

when and where they will occur. is is verY risky' business. So

let me give you a couple of Again, if you're interested

in the names, come and see t. ds.

The President of CBS laboraries topic, of which he was
presumably very knowledgeable, Was communications electronics.
He predicted that Satellite communications would not be viable
and that all trams-oceanic ConiniMmiration woMla.tlIrn out to bo vIn

cable. SecondlY, audio amplifiers by the year 2012 yould,bave
shrulk to the size of four by three'by two inches. Perhaps

you're not.familiar with this but audio amplifiera of one fouri.hi

by one fourth by, one-thousantd'of.an inch have been rea1i7ed:

Thirdly, microwaves would carry all long-haul_communipations by,

the year 2012. (Today microwaves_carry essentially all long-
'haul coMmunication; y the year 2012 I think we'll hear today
that it will Probably not be true' anymore.) The fourth

.prediction that he made was that Miniature T.V. cameras.wOuld

be realized by the.year 2012. Cameras perhaps like'something

you can hold in your hand. (The speaker noted the two video

cameras being used to videotape the panel discussion, ed.)

The second example, the president of the I.E.E.E., as.head

of the sponsoring organization would presumably think more
carefully about his words. He predieted that by the year 2000

we would have space vehicles orbiting,the inner planets. He

also predicted we would land instruments on Mars;,and Venus.'
airly conservative gentleman there since both of .course have

been realized.

The third example is by the Director of Engineering at

Cangato Corporation. His topic was radio electronics. He

predicted that radio receivers would never become smaller than
a "one pound box Of candy" and the reason for this was that

youeouldn't repair them if they.got that smaller than that.
I don't know if you've.been to Long's lately but they're that

small already. -He predicted that we would start use, by .

the year 2012, system simulation, that is, rather.thn build-

ing,systems we would simulate them on a computer and trythem
out that way rather than guiDg ahead and building hardware. Of

course, as you know,this iS done:commonly today. In fact, I

was doing system smIllations in the early '60's myself so I don't

know where he was.

These are the conservative ones, the ones that aren't crazy.

Let me tell yeti about some of the ones I call "wild stabs." These
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There were quite a few predictions of automatic langUage
translation by the year 2012. Now, that's still a possibility.
It turns out that since the Year 1962 the amount, of scientific
effort devoted to that problem has dropped by a factor of five.
People are starting to understand the problem and are saying that
it's just too hard for us as we understand language today. Very
likely, no one.will predict that this prublem will be solved by
the year 2012/today.

-There were many predictions of biological processing. The
comnuting and informntio e using biological. IT To my
knowledge and i cod, there's very e work in
this area toda, not important but it :,-ems to to
too hard for our i.cuL3ent state of understanding. Of the many
predictions made, the most common for the year 2012 was that
much communication would be done via E.S.P.. In faCtone of thcJ
predictors flat-out.predicted that bYthey9Ar 2012 E.S.P. would
replace radio.- So, I'd like tO close with khose warnings to our,
panelists. This is all heing'recorded and may well enmr.'tnek to
haunt you in the years, to come.



"CHANGING COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES,-
OPTIONS,- PROBLEMS, POSSIBILITIES FOR THE FUTURE"

Karen Ah Mai, Panelist

I've always liked to be on panels with telephone company
people because they do half of my job for me and I only have.to
do the other half.

On the ground, on the.earth liere're two types of media

for transmission of commun1cn4. and these are mainly wire and
micro-wave. Bud (Schoen) ha: covered new developments in
essentially wire or wirc-light transmission. Both wire and
microwave type,Lrvrimission arc genercOly ope,rated on a point-
to-point type of. configuration. And they generally link two
users togethAr--two peopl-e or two groups who are situated at=-;t1.10
two ppints at the en of the wire or the end of the micrownve.
Those are the peoplc. who participate in the communioation.

Satellites pr(-41, ano_er mean of eommunication. The

International satel- 24,000 miles up in the sky and
'they're relatively

.
ce _nsensitive in terms of ,costs of

tra.nsmitting the con-_-. -n. They cover a sphere of about
8,000 miles. They -L,out one third of the earth in their .

beam. There are alsc satellites which are nc as higl:

as 24,000 miles up and th'r F,pan is appropriately smaller. I

the present time most ,
rTial.operatiens use the satellites

as a cable in the sky-: anc- - type of point-to-point link.

But the true. new pot 'or cOrnmunication satellites lies

not only in the poL int capabilities but in the broadbast

ca-pabilities of the, lites.

Let's:take a s i

stations or two peoli_
providing the wires, '

provide this basic t
television station.
There's one transmi-
low cOst receiverS.
be thought as lowcc
that's' fixed in a te

A telephone lets you connect two

:!ther. There's a tremendous cost in
switches, the .exchanges in ::':der to.

y communication. Now let a

vision statiOn broadcasts message.

there's a multitude of rc atively
-_T99 for a t.v. set might n ; seem to

when you think of the.invL tment
netwOrk to allow communication you

can see that the cos-7, of cn,2 'television transmitter and many
receiving stations is re: vely. cheap. You have at least ohe
way communication from n sOurce out to many people,
and it's rather inexi, .

in teilMs 01 the supporting technical'

equipment. ,A satelii7 be used-to transmft*much more massive
volumes of informatiol. . a telephone line. In that way it

still can be used for ,

,._)munirations but it can

also be used'to broadc.,. i.

Let,me, at thi 1::ake a distinction in two types of
nnr, in tbe sky, such as, we might have



in the Intel Sat IV's that bring in T.V. signals and some telephone
transmissions from the mainland and:other places. When you have low
power in the sky you need hugeantenna on the ground. If you go
out to Pamaluu and look toward the mountains you see huge dishes
cptit there. These dishes or antenna are what is required to bring
that signal down from the satellite and transmit it along
terrestrial links so that we can receive it in our television
stations or in our phone company. The ground antenna costs in
excess of about 300,000 dollars. The alternative type of
satellite arrangeMent is. when you have a.high power in the sky
satellite and low,costs ground stations. NASA has been experimenting
with this type of:satellite for many years. You might of heard of
ATS-1 which went,

. uP-a long time''ago and was supposed to have died .

several years ago bUt now the scientists tell\us that its
stronger and stronger. We have some experimentn1 thinrs
place on ATS-1. We have the PEACESAT'network.whioh 1ink bY

comml:nieation the' West Coast, HaWaii, and many South Pacific
.Islands together. All of ,these stations can talk to each other
rimult!inoolisly. The ground stations cost nhout 5,000 dollnr6
.q.iece as opposed to three hundred thousand for the 1i dish.

Commercjal sntollitcs are"of.the first typelow power in the sky

big'dish on the c,round,-with a land based communicHtions system
to distr:hute the signal once you get it back down to the ground.

7::ASA is now initiating. a new series of satellites. More
so, they.are trying.to aggregate consumer demands,. These new
satellites are for public service nnd I think this ha s. great
implieations-for many of us- who might not be commercial users.
These-satellites are be'ing_designed to be very powerful in the
skyan to have extremelY llow-cost ground stations. All of the.

.ground stations woWd be able..t.0 -receive the signal. Most of
them woula beable-to transmit signals .back to the satelliteso
what they .say can be heard elsewhere. The Services that nre
suppose to be prOvided include vidtoo, which. is your t.v. size
signal; voice, facsimile and data transmiss4on.

The implications are these The,present system require:7,
the use of ground based transmission which has to go through a'
very complicated.network to 'get from one place to the other.

, It's complicated . even just here in Hawaii. But_if we.had. to
teleconference or conduct extensive communications with, let's
say, Washington,' D.C., me have some-problems, First of all we
have.to get a connection. 'We have to keep in mind that they're
sometimes 4 hours ahead of us and soMetimes 5 hours ahead of us.
Well, We have these'little problems. But ighen.we talk about
broadcast-type satf.11ites the technology is such that you don't
have to go.through the massive amount of terhnology on the
ground to get the signal transmiLted from one. place to another.
YoU simply sena it up to a bird in the sliy, it sendS it.down to

points that are receiVing. It's not a point-to-point type
thing'. It's like a television station in the sky sending out

sir:nals to all who wnnt to receive it. You can shut off
turriinp: off the r:et, or turning the
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frequency to some other statior L.,o to speak. I think the most
important thing are the applic ions that will be possible with
this type of t..chnology. You ir. have all heard of electronic
mail. ',he post office is attemp7ing in the next decade, or the
next two decades, to try and relece the letter that you-write
with electronic mail. They'd like you to type it in or go to the
post office and have it typed in or somehow made into a digital
signal. Right now the big hang-up is that the postal service
cannot Use public service satellites. But there may be a change
in t\he law. You can see.the implications. Mail from Hawaii can
be transmitted to the mainland in.the same day. It doesn't have
to suffer the loss of time having to travel across the ocean in
.an airplane or a shir We oan save a lot of tira:.. For those
of us who are grant or proposal writers for grants, heaven kti
that we get the notice three days'ahead of the time.that the
material is due in Washington 72 hours hence. Unlesl we hivc a
courrier we cou]dn't get it to Washington through ou14,IntliI
service. But with-electrunic mail it goes up and com, down

just as fast from Hawaii t Washingtcn as well. as Wnshigton to
Wa!lhighon. Sc you.see a 1:t of imp:Hentions,here for increasinr:
Lhe a,ility of remote place: like Hawaii to communicate with the
rest of the word.

Another thing that's coming up is electronic funds
transfer. It dovn't really exist in any great volume today.
Banks are very concerned a'oout this in the future. We do have

credit cards and.checks b-:ng checked through telephone lines
But Lhis is small part c 7*at can ha-Open in the future. You

know-, we get a -:isitor comin.- down here with his Bank Americard
and.he's going (:) buy $500 u :th of clothes. We Etre not going

to:make a lon-distance phon :ra.1:1 to find out if his credit is
good. Yet with electronic iH.Ids transfer and credit checking
methods 7ia cJ,1ijte this . be insta::taneous'or almost
instanteous.

An.::ther thing that's stedially good for people who are
interested in person-to-person communicactions. iTeleconfel.encinc.

capabilities can be made very siMple with this high powered publte
service type of satellite:

NASA last October .got \.Ogether. a rroup Of about 100 people
.'"Who talked about public serv2\ce satellite aPplicat.ions, including
teleconferencing. If we wer able-to get teleconferencin,7 with
many small stations communicating.with ,,ach other--can you imA7ine
a CP radio in the sky except that'it gives 011.
capabiles? Tnis is what they want for the future and I-don't
think r.-1-,11y it's that far off. I don't want to predict. But

you knu,- 1,echno1ogY is in place. However, it's the legal
and ecoL.-ie &onstraints tbat are holdirg a lot of this
develot back. 'Another forM of teleconferencing is
-teledi::.7-)sing. If somebody in Pearl Cit-: has A malady and a
person Lz. Conne..!Liut had the came thing, --ria satellite they
CWIld n1y triinfer -information to ._elp'each other.
Thir. I, n hlish (Inc:tors Axe scarc--. .

9
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In continuing education, a great use of this type of thing, is
for retraining doctors, lawyers and Indian chiefs. Members of
such groups do not exist all in one community. They exist
across the United States. If true, this type of satellite broad-
casting could reach all of the doctors at the same time and all
of them could communicate back to some central point at the same
time. This-would be a great boom for instance i the recertification
Of professionals which is coming up in our society. Of course__..

there are many other programs such as law enforcement. Tf, for

instance, Hawaii 5-0 wanted to:know what a per--,
Washington, D.C.. they could get it more instantly than they do

. rogrnms there are many problems. :in disseminntinp:

henith This.type of satellite can be used to do that.
We have a number of problems in inter-a,overnmentn1 cummnnirqt.ions,
11any agencies s,±em to 1 doing much the same thing but they don't
seem to really :,peak the same language or they don't speak tc each
other. Also the common citizen has a difficult time cu1tim1111i,-Itin6
with its sevrallevels of govrnment.

,A couple of other things 7,o finish off. For people like us..

in Hawaii who axe in remote loclItions broadcast satellites are_a
fnntastic de-velopment. Another important thing is that if there's
a diaster which wipes:out groun_L communitations, say we had a
trnmendous.earthquake'over here, and all wire service was
disturber': ac well as microwav oc.nt-to-point,(microwave has to be
pointed 1th very low toleranc-, for error) the earthq-Jake would
not distrb the satellites in the sky. If the antennasare set
up such That they're receiving an: transMitting in'a broadcast
manner, sl:ght adjustment wcult bring them back into
commnnir-atioi ith .,11c, 2atellite.
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"CHANGING COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES--
)PTIONS, PROBLEMS, POSSIBILITI7S FOR THE FUTURE"

'Bud Schoen, Panelist

There are two significant trends in telecommunication
technology that I Would like to talk about. The first is the
trend towards all digital transmission - the secP7d is the use
of optical transmission. Togethc. these two are _ringing about
a revolution in telecommunication that has just 17.:.rely tstarted.

What do they mean?

DIGITAL TRANSMISSION - This is. the languag.,..2 of computers,
the laiignae Df machinea, just what does all d1t-791 tran6m;nGion
meap..-.won't 'numans talk to each ollier any more?

A quick reviewofAterms: 'Voice tele,:onminnientiop now Stat.-Ls

out as an ann Ingue signal.' Ah,annlncue signal is justwhat the

nhmo iTlipliPs...sound waves coming from your mouth.are epnverLed .
into an eleetriota analogue Of the original sound wave.by the

transmitter on your phone..4hen the electrical analogue signal

is sent over wires to its destination,and then converted back
to sound waves by the "receiver" on your phone.

Until recently speech, music or other toilnd was carried
frDM transmitter to receiver in an analogue form.:.no conversion .

tang place.

Cn the other hand, signals from machines...teletyres, card
readers, comiritersi etc. ard digital in form. They'are represented

normally by a signal that is either.on c,r off. Another term

for this is binary...two states,..on Or off...zero or one...plus
or minus. To send a'digital signal over an analogue circuit
requires some equipment to' cor.Vert the cn-off digital signal to
a varying one. Turning a steady tone on or off is ohe method.
Shifting its frequency back and forth between two values is '

anothel.. The equipment that,does this is commonly known as a
"modem" or a data set. Simple ones that'Mere1y shift frequency.k.

back and forth Can send data at about 120 characters every
second...mote comPlex and expensive ones can.reaCh rates of 960

characters Per second over a normal.analogue voice circuit.

Back before World War.II, a man named Reeves inven---:: a
system for converting apsaogue signals to digita.:! forms. :ds

quiprnent -,ould sample the annlogue 7iFnal at a very raid rat
mesure each samule, as-'gn a numem-L:c valT_e to thc sampl,
interleave a number of .ese nnrl transmit thet7

as digital signal. com7lez? You,bet. Ncellnur. tn

it -sas r-olivpl-,7't.Ls it wns t-o -ntly to 115,-'.

2 1
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The inventio c -1ror and later i.ntegrato

circuit changed 'al .u. :ver...nowadays -hat

sampling, measurinr n be done 1) _nexpensive

1.C. chip. This brough,, L Df digital multiplex (more'

than one circuit) down below tl.e cost of equivclent analogue
multiplex systems.

Today 24 voice circuits are encoded into a composit digital
signal and are sent over wirelines equipped with repeaters that
regenerate the signal about every mile. What is really signi-

ficant is that to handle speech, the digital transmission rate
for each channel is equal to 6400 characters per second...a vory
res7,ectable rate of transmission for data. -The 24 channels
recruire a 1.544 million bit per second or 154 thousand chPracte4-,
per second transmission rate. About half of (Y_Ir

communication channels are now.digital.

In 1979 we will DIA.in:to service a new switching sytem
for long distance and local tandem service,Tt-wil,1 be computer

controlled, but we have computer controlled switchesno. The

big difference is this one will handle digital SignalS;
exclusively. This means that if your callcomes in aS,an`),

analogue signal it will be converted todigital,..if it comes
in-digital. (already converted at some other location)-it will
be handled as a digital signal.

What does this mean? Just that we are well on our way to

having all interconnections in the telecommunications network
digital. Remember that 64cio character per second rate. as

cempared to the 120 that can be easily derived on an analogue
circuit.

Now OPTICAL TRANSMISSION. For a number of years man has

known that light represented aneconomic high capacity method
of-communication. The'problem was to find a good transmission,
medium since the air was bothered with fog, clotids, buildings;

etc. Over the last few years a lot of work has been done on
using glass fibers to conduct-the light.' There have been real

breakthroughs recently and a 'number of trials-are underway.

A ,glass fiber; aboUt the thic'ymess of a thin human hair,

pan transmit light without a:_y intrmediate repeaters for about

5 miles. Although the cost is high now, potentially glass fibers-

can be quite cheap..,sand is one.of our' abundant "Minerals. -

Transmission speeds:can reach 44million bits/sec or the equivalent

of 672 voice direuits without requiring costly electronic circuits

or expensive fibers. The size is another benefit, many more
circuits can be placed in existing ducts so that we will not

'having to dig tro the streets as muchy.an extremely costly
business these days.

Ok what does all of this Mean in down to earth terms?

The trend towards digital transmission means that bothvoice
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and data can share the same facilities. Man to machine and 'machine

to machine communication will be simpler and less costly. The use

of glass aber cables complements this nicely, providing the large

capacity and substituting glass (abundant) for. copper (getting

sca-fce).

The use of glass fibers to reach the home will provide that

lar::;e capacity that will allow services such as picturephone,

being able to zet what you -4ant to see on TV, data retrival,

lilTary services in the hnmQ, nnd mnny rm,re f.

ft'ure.
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"CHANGING COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES--

OPTIONS, PROBLEMS, POSSIBILITIES FOR THE FUTURE"

John White, Panelist

I'm not,going to predict anything. What I'm going to talk
about is what I,feel is a problem with tne rapidly changing tech-
nology dnd that essentially it effects everything except E.S.P.

Both Ned and Bud mentioned the cost factbr in communication and
electronic technology and said that things were getting a lot cheap&r.
There is; however, a situation now which maY cnnr4c our ilj Lo go 'IP
and thereby reduCe availability. The net affect of a.very rapidly
developing technology may be to actually reduce the availability of
a new technology to consumers. This-is due to three reasons. The

'first reason is a reluctance on the part of the venders to commit
themselves to a certain technology level and actually market, the
items. Before-they can get somethingto the market, another
technology has come out to take itS place.

Secondly, there's a reluctance of potential consumers to invest
in new products, fearing they'll be obsolete before any use,can be
gotten from thet. This reluctance waS noted recently in several
journals; Many people who were potential customers for the IBM
360, 370 and especially the 370, were holding back on their invest-
ments because it had been rumored for a considerable'period of
time that IBM was going to drop their FS--Future System--on the
market.. People hesitated to invest &million or 2 million into
something that might be obsolete or not haVe a high market value
at the end'of a short period of time.

Thirdly, there are increased coSts to the consumers because
the venders have to recover the research and development costs.
When they have to redesign something 3 or 4 times to make it
competitive on the/ market before they actually get a Marketable
good.out, they haVie to'recover these development costs. I'know
of one situation,/ where I was personally involved, that concerned
the Financial Data Sciences in,Florida,, They were trying to
produce a terminalfor financial applications. Before they could
get.their termtnal on the market they,had to completely redesign
the terminal 4/timeS, although the functional capabilities of the
original unit'and.the functional capabilities of the end unit

.remained,identical. Everytime they woUld get partislly through
with the design and development work, somebody ;would come_up with
a new,microprocessor, minicomputer, or a new rlisplay device. As
a result research, development, and lenA time went up considerably.

So, these are some of the problems I fear are associated with
an extremely fast developing terhn,llogy. As of yet, I den't know

solutien to F.he:;e problPms.

2 4
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"CHANGING. COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES--

OPTIONS,-PROBLEMS, POSSIBILITIES FOR' THE FUTURE"

Herbert Dordick, Panelist

I'm not going to talk much about new technology, but what I'd
like to talk about is a very subtle way of predicting things. One

-of the probleMs of making predictions is someone can always say
"yes but..," The "but" that I'd like tocontributeis--yes the
cost of communications is likely.to stay the same or in fact go
up, assuming that present regulatory trends continue.

We have a lot of evidence piling up that present reg 1
trends are not likely to continue. There is also evidence of
more and more competition in the common carrier field which will

enable people.to perhaps get different kinds of communication
vices at different Prices. As of right,now, there is a major

Conglomerate firm, based in Los Angeles, that has provided all of
its meN'oer companies- with a private telephone line which enables

'people to dial up and generally not get a. busy signal.. The firm

succeeds in doing this at a cost substantially lower than they
would normally have to pay.AT&T. They do this-. by buying a little

bit pf AT&T here,.a little bit of Southern Pacific Communications
4

therp,-a little bit of ITT.over there, and then they pick up
General Telephone somewheres else. They'are making use of a
notion7-which has recently become a major issue,that there.can
be competition in the Common carrier field with the specialized
common 'carrier. Many of'you have- prbbably heard about the conzumer
Communications ReforiMAct which AT&T tried to put into Congress,

.the last session, and I'm sure you will be hearing more in the
future. Aa; of theSe developMents show that we are beginning to
look at Communications now as a resource with options for choice,
which is se*thing new.. In the past, you _never had much choice.'

There was ono way to get television-rTou turned on the television
set, you hoped to get gOod reception and 3iou picked up one of
s&Veral netWorks anda few independent stations. .They pretty

much gave you the same thing, and you couldn't do much about it.
Now,. if yoU happen to be on a cable system you can buy a pay
movie, youcan look at c:ata and.,if you live in some communities,
you can talk back to your T.V. set.

All of these are choices that are now becoming available to
us. I think that the whole'notiod,of the right to communifate
that Stan Harms has been pioneering becomes much more real when
you consider...that with this right Comes the right to choose

1Lt17een.resources. The option to choose resources-and to mix
them becomes the basis for.research. planning. Once you have

alternatives you have to find a way ..of making chOces. And what

we in FutIlres Reses.rh do a lot of is to model the'way we make

ehnices. Thcrc are ior r,f wayn of moriPlAng; indeed, the whole

-20-
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notion of futures researc1 with the Delphi technique is just one

way of modeling how one mf_ght make choices about the future.

What I'm going to report very briefly'on is some research

in progress. It has often been suggested that we use available
economic models, the kind that are used in regional economies and

input-output modeling, to f.ind out what impact on a region invest-

ments in communications will have. I agree with all the criticisms

of this kinq of approach because it takes into consideration only

what has happened in the past. It assumes that the future is going

to be very much like the past, and, therefore, doesn't take into

consideration great surpriseb nor possible changes in policy.
What the economic model approach does consider, especially if we
use some of the input-output tables that economists have used r-r

years, is that certain.industries operate in certain ways; they

buy so much resources from other industries and they use these
resources to generate their own products. These prodil,:Cn se

sold sometames as finished goods which people buy and use.
Otherwise, they are sold to other industries as resources to be

utilized by their operating facilities to generate new products.

I agree that there's a lot of difficulty in using this kind of

an approach, esper.ially for communication. We know that

communication has a tremendOUs impact on society. We know that

it affects,the way people think, it edUcates people, it has a
great deal to do with the way we view Politics. It's rather

surprising to me that it's only been in the last 15:years that

we've really become interested in'the impact comffiuhication has on

our lives, because it is the one technology that has surrounded

us or engulfed us more than any other technology we know of.

Yet, it's only been recently that we've become aware of the effect's

of television violence, children's programs,and 'advertising. We

know that,communication has a substantial impacf on Society; the

kind of economical,model that we're trying to use here perhaps

does not take that.into consideration.

,Even with all of these drawbacks, I find that an economic

model does help a great deal to get some indication, even if it's

not a complete picture, of the whole. It does help to give you

some idea of what the impact on a region-is going to be if you

makecertain investments in communication. For example, tbere

has been over the last several years a lot of work done with

multi-yegional, multi-economic forecasting Models which
essentially translate the input-outp4t tableS that econoinists
use. In the past this work was dOne to prediet, for example,
what happens if we were to drill for oil off the coast of Maine.

If we drill for oil, we have to build refineries on theccoast of

Maine. The next step is to blind highways to get trucks to the

coast where the refineries are. And since there's only so much

money invested in highway construction in the United States,

that mearisthat some of the money that would have been used to

build highways in Texas is now going to be used to build high-

ways in Maine. This is what the economisfs (-all the impact tin
thg, nndngr.nniir'in7n1-3mnnt thnt in made.
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This model can also be focused on a given,region. We can
ask what happens to this region if we widen the highways, rut a
warehouse in, and do other things that one can subsume under the
general heading of transportation. What happens to the output
of economic resources in that region? 'Is there an-increase in
outnut? And what haPpens to the population in the region? The
mo7ie1 is then able to show you what happens over a period of
twenty years from, say, 1970-1990 to the output of various
industries and the kinds of jobs that are possibly being develored
in these industries as a result of the investmenL in Lr1-,,LuLI,Jn.

We took this kind of model and arued that we could design a
-,unication index or se= measure of communication resourees,

7-t it into the model. By simulating investments in
'tion, we would be able to see what. impnct 17ind=,-

Liv,_,ments ha'.-e on a region.

Whcn we actually did the research, wo used a couple of
small rather rural areas in the U.S.: :Pit County, North

Ca'rolina and Indiana County, Pennsylvania. (The'model is,

hew2ver, capable of being-used for the 'Hawaii region.)

We designed two hinds of indices. One was to reasonably
measure commli nication information utithation by individuals in-
a region. It was based on personal radio, T.V., newspaper, cable,
and telephone. The second index, which we called an industrial-
communication index, was designed to,reflect the use of communication
resources by business and industry. The problem of doing this kind
-of work-is-that your index is only as good as the.data you have
available to you, and in this country there is precious little
data about communication available in terms of the sort Of things
we want There is very little time-series data that would tell
you how many. T.V. sets have been purchaed by what kinds of pecple
in the years 1950-1970. It is.also very difficult to find out how
many telephones have been purchased in a given time period, and when
people switched froi mUlti-party lines to private lines.

We were able to obtain one of these runs for industrial
communication in these two regions, and found some-things that
were quite interesting. It was Shown that certain industries
would benefit more than others by investments in commnication.
State,and local .governments, for example, would grow as a result
of increased investffient in communication. The entertainment
mrkets would develop further. Banking, brokerage firms, finance
and insurance cOmpanies would. increar 'mployment and thereby

increase the amount of money they p: 'le region. Other

industries that would grow as a rep, tment7 in communication

include: the wholesale trade,- the invf=n- ; of .)cluce, and the

me6ir,11. and educational inaustries.

Now, what these results really point to is that our Society
is becoming more and more of an information oriented society.
Earlier, a sppaker talked about a communication society;' I prefer

2 7
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to think of it as an information society. More and more of our

people are employed in industries that produce nothing but infor-
smation. Government is an information industry. The medical

profession for all practical Purposes is -an information industry.
Fdaeational facilities, schools, universities are all information
industries. The wholesale industry and the people who run large
multi-firm warehouse facilities for the distribution of food are
largely concerned with informatiOn about what is in the warehouse
.and how quickly the turnokrer occurs. So, what our economic model
tends to show among other things is that inVestments in communi-
cation will help develop these information-based industries.

The model also indicates to us t A in the long term the
impact of an investment in communicatf-)ti is greater than a
'similar investment in Trnn.nportation. In the early stages of
the transportation investment, there'E much highcr ,m1,1,..ymt211E and
mur.h greater output from the region, Lcn.nur.c it costs a great drnl

of money to build a highway. It doesn't cost that much moncy to

put up a microwave link. In time, once the highway is built the

jobs disappear and there seems to be a much slower growth of other

industries making use of that increased transportation, at least

in the regions we looked at. (It varies with region, but I think

if we ran the model for the state of Hawaii, the results would

generally be the same.) On the other hand, the communication

investments Start out very slowly in making jobs or increasing
regional output, but continue to crow.. At the end of the designated

20 year period, we found'in one region a net increase of about
11% in the gross regional product resulting from the investment
in communication. That means that over the.20 year period, for

this small investment in communication, there was an 11% increase
in the output, in the amount of dollars generated, and an 8%
increase in jobs.

-Perhaps we've found a way in which to really explore the
transportation-communication trade-off properly. We all know

it costs a lot less energy to make a telephone call than to get
into your car and drive that distance,.but still, it's not being
done. I think it's important to find out what will happen to a
region if one were to make the choice of putting dollars into
communication versus rlollars into transportation.

How would thia industrial analysis benefit Hawaii? Well

first you say Hawaii would like clean industry. Clean'industry
is generally equivalent to, in many respects, information-based
industry. The very industries mentioned .before are so-called

clean industries. If indeed it is true that an x dollar invest-
ment in communication might i'esUlt in the growth of banking and
finance maybe that's the sort f dp-lp4.)n thP of Hawaii

should make to att,ra0 'broaden its

economic base.

At the risk of prodioLint;, i4d like to make two quick
T think th!4L in the next Pn years we're, going to have

2 8
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Tn ts sm-:-lest form, Ca laterized Conferencing is
utilizati71 of a connuter syste::. to structure the communLc
process among a grout of -people in order to facilitate th-
of information and iieas. Such computer mediated conmunL_
syst-ms allows a group.of 'people who --rdsh to communicate
topi2 to ;T.7,o to computer terminals at their respective lo
engcge in a discussion by typing and reaUing as opposed
and listing.

In -cddition, the confuter takes over much of the bcok:.
of the exchange and offers a greater variety of communicaci,
bilities than a-,railable by other methods of communicatic-
computer 1.leeps track of the discussion comments and the
of each contributor's involvement in the discussion.

In che use of telephon,,s and fae-tr-fece mcctires!,
of ec,mmuniration is controlled by the group as a whole.
principle, Only one person may speak at any time. With
in .the communioan loop, earh participant is free to c.

he wants to talk (via typing) or listen (via reading) as
-1 c-,lowly he wants to engage'in the process. Therefore,
would be classified by Psychologists as a self-activatin.
communication.

DRE

r :

Computer Conferencing is uniaue as -c communication
.inasmuch as the content of a message can merve as an add:
can go to a computer system and choose to enter a discus.J..
merely pickinga topic. Groups can be formed through th

, over any common concern. Further, since all the indivialmLL
operating asynchronously-, more information can be exchaniml :kir..

the group in a given length of time, as opposed to the ve:..
process where everyone must listen at the rate one person
Furthermore, because the computer stores the discussion,
participants do not have to be involved concurrently. Th.:

on individual can choose a time of,convenience to oneself tT Co
to the terminal, revieW the new material, and make ones

The computer-mediated communication system is not m
tctally replace all other communication forms. However, _.
urd, it should c:T. down markedly on the amount of travel
pe:sonal meetings which are necessary and thus help to
neessary face-to-face meetings which are held more_produc
establishing a common information tase ahead of time. Int iu

of these devices thereby represent a maibr shift on
perqpective alonf.1.- with a rethinkinfof roles, missions and Itj
on a multitude of levels.

THE ELECTRONIC INFORMATION EXCHANGE SYSTEM (EIE,C,

J.Isinr,; a half hour, self-taught communication structus

program called ElrcJA.unie Tnformation Exchange System deve_
by Mm.ray 7111.(iff at the New Jersoy TTIF:titlItc of Technology- Llc-
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Tr. essence the key inz.readent in th conlept cf easily dealin

with "variable" informa7ion. informaticil m_at is sl,ib,:ect to Ihar:Je

and modifica-,ion cn a fi-ecent urrcredicable basis.

To facilitate more eg-iaLitarian rartioipdtion in discusssion

and better decision making -,-- .=st acknowlet-v: that many dysfunctional
things occur in face-to-face :...isaussions and eecision-ma?.in meetinr2.

Fundamentally the tendency in for :Erfe or tw-: 7-eople to domi.-_ate

discussions; this domdnance is aided by sever: fa:rtors:

1. Only one person ca-_ 's-seak" at once; others arc terely
reduced to the Passive co=lition of being an audience.

2. Persons with hitn ran?. are deferre . to; mer7ons with ]rrz

status tut irrelevant char-17teiti,'s have t-ir

3. The ouieter or 1.:ss =.ctive teni to

for the meeting to. 'no= c,:-nclud-d.

,
I ,

L. The r.-fiz.=7:3 of moans that a meetinj:

on unu!Ally for mere than t-liree hours without a break for Ner1.1.7..

aus, sometime:, important matters get Litt. consider,tLon ?

they are brought up late- in the meetinr7.

5. Verbally dominant f .ivfals tend -7 reinforc,e tbtr
lominance with a:ecsive ne -:-1ma:merism: which fum.-h,-

intimidate others.

6. Fersen: -with jet mr ',re not funotin

7. There is no t--...nr.-; 7k

Therefore, n.is unique of 277.7ii

appears to-be idea: for the - __Loration vu examination
issues and providi-:: an atmo-: re tn refle,otion

reduction of psycL-,1();ical or Lociai
be judced solely ,r,n merit, rater than an

or

h :.2Ly

One of m
te.!hnclogies is 1)ackP7,-cwi,-.-Ang, which 'is a

technology using a newc,-..k of --rc,

by high-speed transmissi-: facilities anti tc

sophisticated switching, Lm'..erfacing, arlr ells:..or control f..;. -7ions.

TIlrough proverful errcr-,:t-tion method:" q.;-litative in

transMission facilities effctively disaTnei-; and becal. ' the

extremely efficient oacki.-..-owtchig makes of -

mission, facilities, the .---- the use: ha: heen nirnifotly
redUced.
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t'te net-rk through cne these min4-comruter,,,

rlto ''nacket=" e,-ch of wnich contains.tn,.::

_.t..4rect-,, and err= control information. Each tacket is

.-ivalLy -rtuted throug,h the network over the optimum meaning
de17._:) path existing at that moment; the packets are

reaLs,emblei is.to their original order at the destination mini-

oomm.liter and

end c-Dr.nectis-

a "-i.rzual"

-..te_-; 7ra: :::.-_.

.7e delivered to the addressee. ,o rhysical ena-to-

between the sender and receiver is cre..,.ted; rpther,
-nection is established and, as perceived 1,y the
.:ion through the network is essentially instanl.,eD1.7.

nformation Services, Inc. (GIS) will help to extend
7*Ie c.rsb .al coverage of the packet-switching network, such as

.. Telenet, cm a global scale, from which extended
then increase aftregate of demnnd, thereby brinf7ing

:fectiveness to end-uF:ers as well as lari7er revenl:e

it:for::.a-ir service= throuch the n..:1_,wor?.. Fuch

tioci cf demand by the public pac.;:et-switching

.11 to distribution system of oommtsdities made by

n system. 1?ere, the commodities correspc)nd to
i-rvices and the mass production system to the

,mptzijnr: faoiiitics (0r host computers) of subscribers of the
.10k(7. hetwor_-_

.:j'asically, this has the advanta7e of making very efficient

ise or a few high speed lines connecting those different cities.

The oge is based upon the nnriber of users in a city with the

rate n.ar,mes inversely proportional.

whicn_

than

enceforth, we will increasingly be living in a world in

.olitical and ideolog.ical ideas becoMe of less importance
-ientific and technological facts and information.

:omputer communication networks now provide cultural
.nces shared by all people in a manner unparalleled in

nar,.. history. Thus enabling a common cultural environment to

cPrfuoed wor=dw'de.

COSTS

".-..,mouterized ec..m.:n'cations revolution" is bein

by many analysts as.inevitable on cost bases arlohe,
:ardinf_T, any other, jmpacts that may accompany it.

The cost of EIES is estimated, at a population of 300 users,

to 1,: eight dollars per connect hour. Three dollars of this

cersents TELENET charges. for 800 or more users the cost would

drop to under five dollars. First, this is obviously cheaper tharr

a long distance phone call. More startling is that if 15 people

want to communicate as a group by utilizing the mails and copying

Lypical letters to one nnoLher, it is cheaper than mail for what

onn bc nt thr tr!ulliinnl in Pfl equivolent time span of

0,7
0 i
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-±'fort. The t..cl-mc-logy VP have been describira,7 is comtetitive in

,ozts witn mails and w'thout the delays involved, and certainly
offers capabilities impossible through the mails.

Of course, there is no comparison at_all with the cost of
flyinm People into a common location for a meeting and feedinz
and housing them for any period of time.

The system developed by Turoff would result in lower costs
because it is time-saving. Individuals could work independently
=der this !system, -Pt'rPr thr, hoving to -11-0:P>n to a series of
people talk at a meeting. For example, presently ten People who
all worked in the same building, and.whose time was worth ten
dollars per hour Per Person, would save money using the CO;111,11CriLej
conferencing system rather than calling a cnmmiftee meeting.
Raising a person's value to twenty do3lars per hour would drop the
numher of people to fivP for an economic trade-off. Time or rneney

for travel, of coUrse, furthPr favors computerized conferencira;a

Y_oreover for Hawaii, low costs, off-teak time for computing
and data retrieval in the Y.ainland will be available at very
attractive rates to Pacific area markets at the prime time of the
Pacific area. This is because the cost of Trans-Pacific packet-
switchinp: communication will be only a fraction of the peak-time
cost of the computer system.

There is'little doubt this form of communication will spread
widely in the,ensuing decade, not only-for researchers but for a
wide range of'hpplication areas and reflect many alternative designs
for differing applications.

It is starkly similar to the early days of the telephone
where the limitation was who had phones. Today the limit is who
hat terminals. However, the cost of a terminal should drop_to
300 to 600 dollars by 1980 (incidentally this is current cost of
available kits) and will then begin to open up the possibility of
widespread home terminPls and possibittties for working at home a
significant percentage of the time.

E;uME IMPLICATION AND CHALLENGES

FOR POLICY AND PLANNING IN HAWAII

1. We expect in this environment a much greater Use for
riclividuals to move into new research areas and for new research

groups to furm up and other ones disband.

2. We also would expect less dependency of a good
researcher on his or her home base.

3. A small college could attract top motch people without
a tremPrldc)un enpitril in library holdings and support
staff. 3 8
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conversely.the researcher at a small institution

not be at as much to4P.y in terms of 7oc.P.7

resorce= and colleagues to relate tc.

5. Professional meetings wOuld be able to orient their

prorams to a :reater degree of discussion and workshons and very

likely e=nhasize small,er hut =ore numerous zatherinzs, dis-

cus=ior and workshc:c acendas Tyre,,,--Pn7ed.

6. Further, a bi,r7er say in nolicy-making reinforeinr;
ti7ation of =embers.

7. Presently a nationwide coninutcrIzel conferencing sygtr-m

of -7-roups of natural and social scientists is being establi,,?lcd

'ny :;.S.F. to evaluate its impact on scientific c,J.11141lic!tf.innn and

7,roauc:ti-vity. Among the issues are the imprIci: /11,Qn the develor-

ment and resolution of sc,entific co.:21..L.0verzies; upon the ove-rall

of parri"ii7r7re develonment; uron the social structl:re of

the Hpit1e3; [Inc' the faeilitaticn of inter-discinlinnry

(S1-772nication and researchthe invisible college conceFt-

E. The primary benefit broui,7ht by packet-switching nftwork

is to enable remote end users the sharing cf resources; communaca-

tic:: facilities, computer herdware Pnd software, and even human

"brainware".

9. Global Information Services, Inc. will add another

_category, international marketing capability of the resources

which can be shared not only by the end-users but also by

suppliers of other resources.

10. Analogous to substantial cost reduction of expensive

international'communication to be made by the use of packet-

:;-,;-itched network, high cost of international marketing efforts of

1-,formation services can also be shared and subsequently redUced

by the utilization of GTS's services.

11. Technolorv of computers and of data communication is

inproving so fast that the trend towards new kind cf white collar

jobs will continue and accelerate.

12. Time-sharing, Demote Data Processing and the
"information iThoed" Fccnomy are three trends '4hieb Lear up.:,n the

nature of future job opportunities.

13. Corporate operations represents one of the bii7,gest

potentials for this form of commnnir.ation. Wheur-as elnewlAt-re the

chief problem is perhaps the lahk of ajdarnness.

111. F'irt;h,,r Deet77.li7-0-if,n or r.f.,rporPlte Strnctures is
oc.r.nr.
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Executi7es wno adatt t.c the new communications too'
mii-_7ht find that they can '._ecome much better infprmed and much
more able no try cat controversial ideas than ever before.

16. Computerized Conferencin:g allows the lateral coordi-
nation necessary for decentralization of authority with a steed

efficiency not possi-tie with other communication systems.

17. 0n,croinq7. tr.:insc:itts of all conferences amon7 middle
-agers permits mcnttor1nm and/or intervention if an unwise

de,2ision seem: immnt.

18. Chief ex--,cutives reluctant to introduce a very.new or
different idea a face-to-face conference for `ear of losinz'
respect or esteem of sw7-ling decisions by virtue.of his 1:17
rank, would nct fia,t0r5 pre6 eAt in the.comrur
C-,nferencing.

19. With the iTteboc and editinC facilities of 51=, a
1,erson can troduce nd senf: Presentable letters, memos, articles,
etc., wtho...;_t a se:_ etary. In addition, much 7,f the trnt-1.7,nP.1

.:unction be done elect-,onir.nlly.

20. 'Board of Direr-tors could become *-ore heavily utilized
a resource, con-:,ribatino raL exuertise to the formation of

cor-Jorate Policies_

21. Tn this era of "florporate.Social Responsibility" and
stek::lolders suits ft is wiser in the long run to enable and
as:;are such T-J. broad ran7,e of viewpodnt.

22. Aco-intri-nility and culpability for these officers becomes
clear.

23. Comp-Iter r:onferencing cc-old replace the face-to-face

24. In adition it would avoid discrimination chargef-,
-r-pinr into judgement.

i. Flexible work hours become more viable.

26. Semote or home work locations become more pragmatic.

27. 2;UL,stantive Impnrt on decision-making proresses and
71,articipation can take plaee. Once you change the commlmioaLiun
.-tructure of an organi7ation, you inov]tnillN fMnnr70 nlso the
nature of the decision-mnkinr, p,ess within it and the kinds
and quality of decisions that are likely to result.

-28. The implications for Alternative Organizational Structure
are dynnmic. The orrnnization system model: s:;mbolized by

nn,1 fl.. w i f1/71.:Im rit ivj n a feedback loop

I 0
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beco-.;les more feasible. Information, influence, individual and
resources are seen as dynamic variables which may be allocated
and re-allocated to various functions and problems in order to
maximize the organizations ability to deal with the-changing
environment (i.e. macrosystem) and with changing priorities over
a long term

29. Such a system-oriented organizational form will
become necessary in the future,.based upon "adaptive", problem
solving, temporary systems of diverse specialists, linked
together by co-ordinating and task evaluating specialists in an
"organic flux".

30. Project management confetences would provide a Complet,e,
written record of all snecifications, changes, clar)fiontions,
'and suggestions that took plade in addition to pr3viding comple
accountability if ever neederl.

31. There will be tore and more written records created

and stored electronionlly in computers. -Handicapped adults, could

thus do useful work at home, on a "piecework" type of basis, if

nece-c--)ry, working atthose times that fit into their routines.

32. The public should have a right of access to information

and information technology if it iS to have an'equal voice with

those institutions that can afford these benefits.

33. The one reason one wants to put advanced, technology in

the hands of the public is that dt is increasingly difficult to

exercise the privileges-of an intelligent citizenry in a
democratic society without an undetstanding of. the capabilities
'and limitations of the technology which'is beginning to monitor,
regulate and.perhaps-Control aspects of our society.

4

34. A key issue seems tp be: Will the utilization of this .

technology by.society. be such that each.citizen must have a right
of access and availability in order to function as a part.of
society?. Suppose today we took a gtoup'within our society and
denied them use of the telephone? One aould easily list a set of,

severe consequences.for such a grouP.

35. One way of immediately beginning to make Computer
Conferencing available to thepoor who are not mobility-limited
is:to place terminals in libraries:

The library is an institution that is available to the

public, its personnel are familiar with serving the public, and

it is relatively neutral 'with respect to polit1 social, ethnic

and organizational polarizations. From the point of view of a

person.who is interested in deliverinff, c,)mpnter technnlogy to the

public, the librolv n .-rtvr,nipnt place to do it.
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36. The library is an institution for allowing people to
utilize information. Utilization implies not'only storage and
retrieval, but creation, organization and'manipulation as well.
This itself Lmplies a host of information se'rvices.

37. Technology is an influence in widening the gap between
the disadvantaged and the rest of society.

38. If terminals and Computer Conferencing re made avail-
able to the public, they might help support new p ograms or social
movements among the disadvantaged.

39. Computer Conferencing, computer-assisted\instruction,
and remote job entry on time-sharing computers could be adapted'
to serve the needs, and improve the opportunities and well-being
of the handicapped, the aged, prisoners, and vili
nations.

- Eir..;erIrs devel t,F4

,40. Thus these systems could be used to decrease inequity
within and among societies. (The "Other Ameriea" and the "under-
and-,In(1eveloped" countries.)

41. These new technologies could be used tc lessen the
inequality of well-being in America and the world-and an
opportunity to help to equip the (disadvantaged) individual so as
to become a partigipating member of a participant society.

The biggest advantage of Computer Conferencing is that
it spans time and space barriers for disadvantage in particular
prov]ding;

42. Tutoring for handicapped.

43. Group therapy sessions for youngsters.

44. ,Surrogate gramlparents - mobility limited older persons
would possibly welcome the opportunity to be of-help without the
risk and effort of having to travel to do so. .

45. Cont ary to the public image only about,5% of people _

o'rer 65 live ir institutions. A very large propor'tion of.older
.people live alone or wi=th another older peri/on and suffer frbm
fear, isolation\and inadequate services- becaUse their physical
condition limit their mobility. ComPuter Confercnolng could be

,. used to tie together a network of older;'personS and community
support personnel.

;

46. Providefor security, medical and social information.

47. The cost\of owning and operating an automobile is
rising faster than

1

are salaries; esp. in lnwer income brackets.
Computer Conferonoig could-th,-c(A'y poRitively affect communication
nnd tvoil:;.L.:rtinn U\ri,lf: ,A-fs.

I 2
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One can consider different conference structures for
(Afferent- app7ications - project management, technology assessment,
coordinating of committees, community participation, parliamentary
meetings, debates, multi-language translation, the list is endless,

In general, computerized conferencing.appears to.be a more
attractive alternative than other forms of communicatiOn when any of
the following conditions are

1. the group is spread out geographically;
2. a written record is desirable;
3. the individuals are -ousy,and frequent meetings are

difficult;
4 topics are complex and require reflection and contem7.

plation from the conferees;
5. insufficient travel opportunity is available;
6. a large group is involved;
.7. disagreements'exist which reduire anonymity to

the discussion (e.g. Delphi-discusSions)- or fr,:e
exchange of ideas,

A MORNING IN TEE COMP=RIUD COMMUNICATIONS 1.iORLD OF

MR. OILCC PRES: A SCENARIO

7:00 a.m. Upon rising, Pres logs onto his computerized communications
sy:3tem and requests the first line (showing sender, time, and subject)
of,all private messages which have arrived during the night. After

shaving, he glance's over them. Most. seem fairly routine; but one
begins, "Mediterranean Hijackers ask $10 million ransom for our
L.N.P Supertanker and Crew".

Pres. asks for the full text of this message, plus his
,schedule for the day, which is always delivered to him as a private
message from his administrative assistant the first thing each
morning. Thereis a meeting Scheduled with the Chairman cf the
Board at 1030. Good. HeSends messages for the company's Vice
President for Middle. Eastern Affairs and Vice President for
Governmental Relations to join them, to consider what action shall
be taken to respond to the'Situation. Copies of the situation
-report and the meeting announcement go to the Department of Defens
and the Department of State, and the Executive Offices of the
President. He sets the meeting to last through noon,.shifting
his scheduled 11:30 meeting until. 2:30 and sending a message to
the three prospective attendees.

7:30 a.m. During.breakfast, the terminal prints out the Company
"Daily. Bulletin", which Pres. takes with him to read-on the train.

9:00 a.m. Once at the office, Pres. requests his assistant to
retrieve the full.text of all private messages waiting for him.
He notices five of the six pecL;blis to whom he has sent messages

_about the 1030 Itlenix, linvo re(.r.ivt!O I,1L mesFIngcs. The Dept.
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of Defense notes that it has also informed:the Israeli army and
that it will send advice by 11 a.m. He telephones the sixth
person, then begins entering an agenda for the 10:30 meeting,
listing the possible options. Copies.are sent to the legal and
treasurer's department, with requests for comments by 10:15 a.m.

9:30 There is Still an hour left, so Pres enters his "Government
Regulations" conference, where he, six other oil company presidents,
and respresentatives 6f the Congress and the President's Office,
and public ineerest groups have been discussing a proposal for a
natural gas,rat_oning plan. He enters his Vote on seVeral
propositions that have been made, adding associated cOmments on
two of the vote. Then he enters a two-page position' par-:,-f which

had been/develosed 1:Tith assistants and stored in his noteLook; tvid
now seepis appronos.

10:15 'Before the 10:30 meeting, .he does a quick search of all
-files on "hijacking," and "kidnapping," receiving the text of
information relating to case histories and policy statements on
the subject that have been entered in the Industry rresident's
Policy Conferen. A private message arriVes frqm the Corp.)rate
Treasurer, infc-7ing him that a $1 million payment could be
provIded immedi -ly in dollars, Swiss francs, or gold, should
that seem nececfy, but that $10.million would take at least one
day to gather t' ther.

10:30-12:00 .D1 ing the course of the meeting, further responses
arrive from th-L Dept. of State and Dept. of Defense, which are
brought. in by -Lhe administrative assistant. _It becemes clear
that there are really only two viable options. .But it's going
to be another long day. -fefore leaVing for liinch, he receives
mesSage from his wife on the terminal, reminding him of the

dinner -.party tonight. He jots dovn a note and leaves it for his
secretary: "Tc>1.1 her no; but say it diplomatically".

4 4
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"IN ION FLOW--INTO, ACROSS,

,U2 FROM HAWAII"

es Jackson, Panelist

In Hawaii, citizens need information of great variety and

from many sources to function successfully in their daily lives.

We know that despite the wealth of information available, large

numbers of our population experience information deprivation.* Quite

often in Hawaii these segments of the population lack survival

information on social welfare, employment opportunities, phyiical

and mental health, consumer and public health and just about

every type of information related to satisfying basic human

needs.

In the governmemt and private sectors in

needs, cover an extrasrdinary ramge: legal and nocio-economic

affairs, scientific ami agricultural,research, education and

culture, the humanit:ies and the arts. .Much of the information

consumed flows from nutcide in Hawaii, an addition to that

generated in the St=,

Libraries anc _:.1.1:rmation centers are the institutions that

are largely responsibLe for storing, organizing and retrieving

informatio' . In t ate there aze presently over 400 libraries

of variou ypes p: a Variety of inforMation to a diverse

ut it public LIbraries in Hawaii that have a

specific mandate tr tMe informationneeds of the

people of Hawaii-. s being done by .(1) operating 43

community librarie. .Lx.islands, (2) maintaining a central

collection of resoun--:: for information .serVices on a statewide

basis, and (3) main- _lag a overnment publication depository

and distributic-

At presen --2s in --Ile university system are providing

services to ov-_- 3L ,_D studc-rAs, faculty, researchers, and

administration. In _neeting the information needs of these varied

groups the libraries have had to revise, in many instances, its

system of organization, storage and retrieval of information.

The libraries of both the public and university systems are

utilizing communication technology. The State Library, for

example, is in the first phase of computerizing all of the

bibliographic records of its holdings and the State Supreme Court.

Eventually this will be an interlocking sysiem linked by computer

*This is based on preliminary data from the state-wide survey of

library users being made by the State Library System. The speaker

is a consultant for the survey.

45
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throughout the.State. The five-year plan calls for an automated
information delivery system, ordering through cemputer services
books and other types of information resourcesfrom the ainland.

There is at present :teletype services between regional libraries
on the other islands and the central library on Oahu.

At the University there are on-line computer links with
several data bases on the Mainland. The .Hamilton Library through
its services .for Tropical Agriculture and the Health Sciences has
access to several million bibliographical resource:. -lc Graduate

School of Library Studies also has a computer tie, Lockheed's
data base in California for the Sciences and Social .. _es. The

School sees the importance of giving future infermat-_-__. .2ecinlists

a background in automated storage and retrieval, of

I am at precenl, ly.lping to pinn a demowytrati -t that

will link libraries inHawaii, AMerican Samoa,Trul=t tc

Guam, Fiji, New Zealandand'New Caledonia by satellite. Ayne.

.PFACESAT,.the University's satellite, has the capa:
linking libraries in the Pacific into an inl'ormation
This network will have the capabilities of. facsimile 7sion.

The demonstration will.utilize a variety of channe.lz tf
communication--cat.PllAte, radio, teletype, telephon 70M7

.and postal serv....-!e.

The FUture:

Certainly before the year 2000 citizens cf Haw i are gc .ng

to realize the importance of information for LeciF --aking in
their own personal lives. They will come to'realiz just as

,Hawtel, Amfac or the Bank. of Hawaii Place a value on a management
' informaticl-system, theyi-too, will be.dependent on .nformatien.
The .State Library, because of its centrality in the inforMation
environment, will te in a leadership position to cc :-:,_Lnate a
statewide network of citizens' information centers 71 at will
include organizing, storing and disseminating inform[Aion from
all Hawaii's State bureaus, departments and agencies. This

statewide .information infrastructure will consist of centers
linked by comPuter.terminals, teletype and video technology.
Information will-increasingly be'delivered in microform and via
facsimile transmission on a personal basis'to the home or office.
Hawaii's public information 'system will link not only Hawaii to
the Mainland, but literally to the rest of the world. (Hopefully,

copyright problems will be overcome by then:) An information
infrastructure in Hawaii will mean we have pUt to work all of the'
latest in communication and information technolngy for organizing
knowledge in the State.. All of the dispn.rube information
activities will become a State resource for Lmprovinc the
fp.iality of life fur all citizens.
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"INFORMATION FLOW--INTO, ACROSS,

OUT FROM HAWAII"

David Jones, Panelist

A number of years ago Congress passed a law caed the State
Technical Services Act of 1965, setting up a networ L. for-informa-

tion dissemination throughout the country. The Tedcrol government

would match funds with states to set.up information centers., in

order to.get some of the information, gathering dust on shelves

in libraries and government information agencies;-int the hands

of people who could make use of it. There have been a tremendous

number of developments.in the space effort, atomic .ener.6y Fcnd

various other government and nrivate enterprise projects. It was

felt that a great deal of this was applicable to everyday use,

and could .enhancethe economic development of the natfcm if it

wa.s made available. So ti7e Hawaii Technological Information

Canter got ,its start as a 7.-.roject of 7:12.e. State Technical 7e=rices

ProFrar. After. 1970, 7.t.=a Tederal nc longer avILiable

-.::ortions of this proam Oon'inuL =der state,and other

ftnclinu, to supply informsion 'logy and other area:, as a

E7-,17,e Iunction.

The State Department of PlanninE and Economic Development

very much concerned wiTh communicaion for a number of reasons.

The Economic Development Divison is oncerned with-increasing

the utilization of Hawaii's proc7cts. It takes communication

to get productS, ranging from tzxtiles to agriculture products,

well known, and to establish ma:kets for them.

The Hawaii International Services Agency, another division

of the Department of. Planning and Edonomic Development, is

concerned with international trade at various levels. It

sponsors conferences on the many ways of establishing

communication with business and government agencies mot only in

Hawaii and the Mainland but with other countries, such as those

in the Pacific, as well. Hawaii is in a key position, because

of its central location in the Pacific, to act;as a sort of

clearing house for information in international.affairs". There's

as much as.6 hours time difference between Hawaii and the

Mainland and there's several hours time difference between

Hawaii and Japan, for. example. The time difference, however,

between the mainland United States and Japan is even greater.

So, there is very little overlapning, if any, of working hours

between Japan and the United States. Hawaii can sort of mediate

because it does have some overlap in both directions. In the

sphere of communication, Hawaii wOuld be a good location to

establish a communication netwol-k or a communication clearing

house as it were.



Another divion of the Department, the TeclInological
Inforprtion Center, not only disseminates technological data7

, but ah-- concerns itself with econe, statistics, and land
use, ail area:_7, of interest to the Department of Planning and
Economic Development. But far beyc-.1d that, the Center is
concerned'that reasonable prices fc- communications between
Hawaii ind :other parts of the world available. This Leads
to ques-Aons about rate structuL-e the -cechnology of
communi,7.ations.

ur.H-- little th_Lng just _Like to mention is report
ha wa.: done abo= 2 1r 3 by Barber,. Harms, ,race,

an!. at the I:- _versLt.y thal made one point I t_ ught
Da arly.cerm=. I dc='t recall the exact. words they,
waz to fec at all too often technolf Was

fL7st the rnnrlirixtin fiold. The rcpol
su--- that i7 was hi. t we first consider the r .-2ds of

tL -, and li., a policy or set up polic _es for.
U iV 1 i.e tec -T,77 to meet the needs of th people.

:-ses, the tee:- 4v,,ies are available, so our T Irgest
ta determine T1 ur needs really are and to , tablish
po irs---t will f' i n n light of Those
ne TIE
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"INFORTIC..1 F:OWINTO, ACROSS,

OUT FFOM HAWAII"

fals C. Williams, Panelist

Thank.you for the invitation to j.7)in 7,7ou toda.3- As you may

have guessed, it was a fcregone cmclusion that I wc_ld accept .

when I saw the theme of the meeting. No telecommun ations man

would miss the chance cf going into orbit fror a pl _fora labeled

"Hawaii's Communication Futures Policy and Tiannt Isnues".

In a way, I feel like C:larlie Baown, the character :LI Peanuts

when he was asked to nae his favorite day. Je11, te saL_. "I

have always been kimda fond of -omorrow." Tomorrow is, i. fact,

the favorite, day in ou:-. busine2:. We havebeen dealing w7-h the

future over the past de,cade, will be concerned with 17

increasingly in the ne::t decad and beyond.

The communicators must ccmmunicate. In short, we sml to

communicate better with others Alan ve dO among ourselves. And

the gap will probably widen unLess we take ?ositive action. I

suggest we need a form--a clearing house wbere we can come together

to examine problems of common interest. I Propose a quarterly

conference. We are all involved in a significant effortto bring

modern communication into grea?er use for Hawaii. Together, we

cr...n make our efforts go much fz.rther than we can separately.

The year 1830 has a spec-Lal significance in human histo17.

From it, we can date the beginntag of the commications revol2.-

tion. Organized society depends for its very sxistence on the

transport of things, people, and messages between individuals,

groups cf people, and places. Until the 1830's the methods

available for such.transport had remained virtually unchanged

since tlIe beginning of civilization, depending still on muscle

power, wind and water. It took as long, to send a letter or a'

consignment of goods from London to Rome in 1830 as it had done

in the heyday of the Roman Empire, and their arrival was probably

less dependable. Communications were restricted to beacons smoke

Signals, and semaphore, as,they had, been for thousands of years.

In the-1830's with the introduction of,railways, the discovery of

electro-magnetic induction, and. the invention of the screw propeller,

the world began to move and has continued to move faster and faster

ever since. By the 1860's Jules Verne could send his herc.around

the world in 80 days. In the 1960's an airplane could fly around

the world in time with the sun. Shakespeare's Puck declared that

he cduld girdle the earth in 4o minutes; today, it would take more

like 40 seconds.

,
So spectacular has this change been that we are constantly

in danger of being left behind, especially so here in Hawaii. In

fact, have we ever kept the pace?., .
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I hope to stiulate your thinkin[.: Ld try to ideraii: tLe
different meEns whercby inf:rmation is _c,-ed to flow . . :nto,
Across, and out of Ha aii.

Informational Flow INTO

Telephone, T.V. Tel raph, :amputers, Newspapers,
Periodicals, Postal Servic , Couriers, facsimile, Cable, Satellite,
Laser, Motion.Pictures, BoOk , Records, Audio Tapes, Tape Recorders,
CCTV, Video Tapes, Personal C:nversation.

Informational Flow ACROSS:

Telephone, T.V. Telegraph, Iacio. F,--Ttna Serviref..,
Facsimile, Satellites, Laser (Ind 0thers.

.Informational Flow OUT:

Telephone, T.V.,Telegraph, Radio, Computers, News1,?cr:s,
Perioaicals, Postal. Servires, Couriers, Facsimile, Cable,
FIntellite, Laser, Motion Pictures, Books, Recorc.s, Audi,: Tapes,
Tape Recorders, CCTV, Video Tapes, Personal Conv.._,r6ation.

Now that you .are thinking about ways Information iE al1swed,
to flow. . Acruss, and out of Hawaii-may I Sug:t we
are approximately 19 years behind in ::ome 7_7--,?as and much _Le n
others.

Rate Intecration, that is the same
Hawaii as on,the Mafnland. e pay more f
like to mention just a few. Message Tele
Message Telegram Service, Telex Service,
September 1973 the FCC ordered full rate
March of 1974. . . As you know that did
has yet to happen. It has perpetuated a
and which may take years to correct.

!TWIE for services
sr many services, I 2)uld

-phan. Service, Puil.l.
?rf-ate Line Service. In

intagration for Haw'
not *.iappen, and in

situation which is

Yet there are sc2rvi:e7 available to the ...ainland, -but nc-
available .to Hawaii. They .re: Datagram; Da7.acom, TWX, TEILFL:-

. series 5000, Inward WATS, II,focom, DataFhone

What can we do to improve the Informati=a1 Flow.
.

Across, Out of Hawaii? We must move. into 1977 with a. clear goal
fOr Hawaii and .its people. To formulate this Eoal we must continue
to exchange new improved ideas as we are so datng today.

On the congressional side, the'multimial:on dollar lobby,
effort,that AT&T and the independent telephor industry mcunted to
push legislation that would c2urli oompition and confirm the
industry's regulated monopo)y status may have backfired. Although
the lobby lined up 174 representatiVes to cosponsor a bill called
"The Consumer Communications Reform Act 'of 1976", the legislation
got no,further than committee hearings. A new effort is expected



in the new congress. The lobbying has stimulated an unusual burst

of activity in the House subcoMmittee on telecommunication's. The

subcommittee's Chairman has set up a staff of attorneys and economists

to revamp the Communications Act of 1934 in a "floor-to-ceiling"

investigation, instead of accepting the industry bill. The staff has

worked through the recess and plans to start hearings eary in the

next session. The Senate which generally takes the lead in such basic

lesislation is setting up a similar staff in its communications

subccmittee.

hope that this conference today will stimulate continued

productive dialogue within academia, industry, and government so

we can jointly work to solve the complex problems associated with

modern day communications technology and its application to zo^inl

, needs.



COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS FOR PANEL #2

Question 1/1 to Williams--How can we get our state caught up?

AnswerI think that one way that we can do it immediately
is to continually exchange ideas, thoughts and work together
instead of each one of us going our own little way and crossing
paths. There is another possibility coming up in the Legislature--
a proposed Office of Telecommunication for the State of Hawaii.

Question #2--To what extent do the nrmcd servires utilize
communication technique that as of yet are not avniln.111,-
services?

Answer--No one present able to answer.

Computerizing Library Catalogs

Question #3 to JacksonYou said that many cultural group:3
fluiTering frum information deprivation. Why are the people

who haven't time or been able to go down town to the central .

library, or to their communicty and school libraries,more likely
to-buy multi-hundred dollar computer terminals for home or
'eoMmunity centers in order to have access to 'information?

AnswerI realize that it is' financially impossible but there
would be other ways of tapping information resources other than
computer terminals. For example, there is technology already
available that,provides attachments for television print-outs of
news information.

Question #4 to Jackson--Who will use these? Isn't it so

that the.people who already subscribe to newspapers and already-
have access to libraries are the ones who will be the consumers
of this information. WOn't this pass right over the heads, of
people who are not now taking advantage of existing services?

Answer--From the study of users and-non-users, we have the
.suspicion that the state is going to have to provide some other
ways by which it can disseminate information to non-users. When

I speak of the informationaly deprived, obviously I did not talk
about the demographics of the matter. But I think other studies
have pointed out that often these individuals do fall into the
lower Socio-economic category in, our society. For.example, we'll

have to overcome language proElems by delivering information
packages that have been processed and Put into other languages.
It might even involve person to person interpreY,ntionrf infor-
Mation and so forth. I didn!t have time to get.into all the
variables that could come into the picture for delivering
information-to persons, but I think long ago we got away from
t11,- th'nt.if inf,wmntinn orrsvvir.Ps are to be utilized,

5 2
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individuals would have to go to the facility where the information

is being stored. What we're talking about is projecting that

service outside of the storage facility. And of course there're

many ways to do this. Bookmobile service is just one simple way

we came across a few years ago.

Herbert Dordick's comment on above answer--We did some

surveys in Los'Angeles.- (Although Los Angeles is an area with

fewer ethnic groups than Hawaii, it does have very well-defined

areas where there are black and Chicano communities as well as

white communities. A few communities are mixed.) In doin

surveys there, we found that people have a very good idea abqut

what information they need, and they also know how much it's

worth to them. By that I mean they will make visits to Jibrarlen

and other sources of infR5mation until they've found what they

were looking for. You ,can get some idea about the valu e. uf that

information to them by the time they spend seE.king it.

Secondly, we found that no matter what community we were

in, the library waS always very well known. In general, more

than 60% of the residents of a community, regardless of whether

it was a black, Chicano, or white community, had been to the local

library within the last 6-8 months. The librarY was looked upon

as a place to get information and to seek services. The greatest

pomp1aint was that thP library did not have all the services

pc,-Jple wanted.

Therefore, I don't think you should concern yourselves with

terminals or any other kind of devices for the home because of

the present difficulty in determining who will pay for them.

Instead we can utilize public locations. I travelled through

the Island yesterday and noticed there were many mini-city halls.

We have 28 in Los Angeles, and they are used by people as

information sources. Unfortunately, not enough people go to

them, because these agencies do not have all the information

necessary. I would guess the libraries and the satellite city

halls are the first places to consider when you are trying to

find a way of delivering information in the simplest possible

way, even if it means putting it into newspapers. Throw-away

newspapers are abundant around here, so don't forget the fact

that people already do seek information through the phone,

newspaper, t.v. and cable. I think the technological investments

should be made to interconnect these information centers so that

experts don't have to be at every one of them. A lot of these

services can be donenow. You can lease line from the telephone

company, for example.

Question (6_to Dave Jones--Is there a way in which the

citizens of.Hawaii might mandate an Office of Telecommunications

and do it before there are dire finanpial difficulties in the

Islands?
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Answer--Certainly there are possible trade-offs between
communication and transportation. x can readily visualize
companies such as insurance companies where a worker's physical
presence is really secondary to the job he has to do. A

centralized outlying office could be provided so that an employee
wouldn't have to commute into town to do his job. He could do it

from either a communication center in his home or from an outlying
office, say on the windward side, that would be provided with
a windward outline, which provide communication facilities, consoles,

etc. In this way, commuting time and the amount of enera used
would be at a minimum and the air pollution from buses and autos
would be lessened greatly. Of course, there are some types of
work such as repair service where a worker has to physionl1y
present.

There are some politicn1 implications as well as per2onn1
preferences that might pose as barriers to such a plan; we do

things in certain ways because we've always been accustomed to
doing them that way. You set the technology here; ve Can make

use of it tomorrow if the willingness and attitud(.s exist and

thereby save,a lot of energy.

Comment from Miles Jackson--The state library system in'
Hawaii maintains eight community library centers, and all of

these centershave a media Orientation directed toward video
and other non-.Printed sources of information. I see this as

an area we can rely on to an even greater extent. Certainly

the state has recognized its importance.

r: 4
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"SKILLS NEEDS AND DEVELOPMENT--

MULTICULTURAL, MULTIMEDIA, AND ANTICIPATORY"

Syed Rahim, Chairman

Communication is related to many other fields, in particular
to those activities in society that deal with production and
consumption. I consider communication the central problem of
human society.

In the future, more and more, we'll be concerned with
communication. Physical activities will be taken over by maehin,=c,
However, we human beings will become more and more involved in

complex communication with machines. When we're no 3rInger

involved with production proces-ses, we'll not have much need for

organizing activities in terms as superior-inferior,'or, boss-
subordinate relationships. As this happens, relationships
between individuals will change.

I think the future will be different in two ways:

1. very complex relationships will develop between

man and machine

2. very complex cultural relationship will develop between

people, extending to international and, maybe, extraterrestrial

relationships.

F. 5
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"SKILLS NEEDS AND ,DEVELOP1.ENT--

MULTICULTURAL, MULTIMEDIA AND ANTICIPATORY"

Gil Aldrich, Panelist

My interest in this subject is somewhat more limited in that
I'm concerned with what the future holds for business, and in
particular our business at the Hawaiian Telephone Company. We're
also interested in the skill level and the knowledge level of the
people that will be coming into the business world.

I'm not in the predicting business but as Mr. Dordick mentionej
earlier there is a difference between predicting and forec.35tin6
and we're very,much in the business of trying to foreca6t. One of

our important goals is to determine what themore immediate future
holds and how we can effectively and successfully deal with it.
ithd one of the more important and urgent changes facing us now
touches on computers, a topic which several persons have already
mentioned today.

Business in general is becoming more systems oriented and
cybernetically inter-related. In many cases it turns out to be

'processor oriented as well. In the telephone companies our
switching systems also are increasingly.proccssor oriented. This
raises a number of challenges to us. I won't go into those
challenges at this moment except to briefly say there is the need
to design these systems so they will be successful and effective.
There is increasingly the need to be able to troubleshoot and
maintain and repair these systemsnot as an individual dtvice,
but in a broader total system concept. Within such systems new
problems arise that,are not common to a single device alone.

One thing that I can say with a great ..deal of confidence
about the future is that there will be change; constant change;
probablY rapid change. I think that fact alone places very
heavy demands on educational institutions, both public and
private. I would include training departments in that Particular
category.

One of the problems that we will be faced with is the
proliferation of prodUct types as was mentioned earlier today.
.This proliferation will cause some organizational as well as
training demands and problems. Another problem that I'll.mention
briefly is the interfacing of interacting systems and the fact
that they create far more complex training requir ements than those
needed for the individual products.

And another item is the impact on the users and impact on
operotors. We have the customers to be concerned with as well
as the penple 1.711o' opernte,our systems.

E 6
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Technological changes cause internal problems within the

company itself. We should no,. overlook the economic practicality
of these changes and also the effect that they will have on job

structurea_as well as upon the people who have to live and work
within these newly created systems.

One of the possible outcomes which Occurs to me is that educa-

tion may be coming to be somewhat disposable as are products. Some

of the people this morning, one gentleman in particular, talked
about businesses that find it increasingly difficult to innovate
because by the time they would create a system that would operate
successfully it would become obsolete and they'd have to go back

and redesign it. Well, this is akin to the training and retraining
Problems facing many People. They invest a great deal of their

time and effort in ednr-a.tion and job experience only to find out

suddenly that that their education .Find expi::rirmcc isn'L very

valuable any more. Educational institutions are going to have the

.requirement of re-cdun.ating peuple constantly. This raises some

very interesting problems for the future.



"SKILLS NEEDS AND DEVELOPMENT--

MULTICULTUPAL, MULTIMEDIA, AND ANTICIPATOY"

Carina Christian, Panelist

I'd like to concentrate on some educational needs related to
Public policy. My activities in Hawaii are connected with 2 aspects
of communication: cross-cultural communication which extends beyond
national boundaries and, to go beyond the limits of our OWD planet,
extraterrestrial communication.

Our planet seems to be almost shrinking in size. 500

ago the American continent wasn't known to Euncl,crIn. And now it

takes about 5 hours to get from one continent to the oIller. I

foresee the trip taking even less time in the future. There are

nvmy adventpges to thin progress, but in this stare we need more
than a Henry Kisninger to go about and propagate understanding.
Indeed, Kissinger's writings duplicate De Vinci's belief that "to
know is to love." Cross-cIlltural communication and understanding
are es;lentiai to our survival on this planet.

This implies education of the public, either formally as in
the schools, or through concerned citizen groups, for example.
The UNESCO Association of Hawaii, included among these, has as its
main purpose the goal of promoting cross-cultural understanding.
Education in the schools should emphasize to an even greater
degree the study of foreign languages so we can communicate with
one another, intensify the study of values of other cultures and
civilizations and, of.course, accentuate computer applications to
facilitate communication.

The second topic I'd like to mention deals with extraterrestir1
communication. We are already doing a lot of extraterrestial
c.,ommunication, so this is not something of the future. We are

using artificial .satellites to study, for example, the agriculture
of our awn planet and to detect energy resources in the earth.
The 'space shuttle that'llASA is to put in orbit in a few years
would.actually create the possibility,of commuting in outer space.
As a result, we could easily have access to various space orbiter:;
that exist already.

;

Last but not least, is the very high probability that civilized
societies exist in outer space. In our galaxy the likellhood'for
advanced civilization is very 'high. Again, this'is not a problem
of the future but of the here and now. This is not science fiction
anymore; there are cerain projects going on now which will enable
us at least to detect some other civilizations by receiving their
signals. The skills needed to meet the science, some study .of
astronomy in our challenges of extraterrestial education communica-
tion will be derived from comput.er science, the study of the
enviunnm.nt br,yrwiri slirlonndinfT,s, and astronomy.

-53-
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"SKILLS NEEDS AND DEVELOPMENT--

MULTICULTUR:-..

Ge: .stra, Panelist

I've chosen sa: a few things about anticipatory skills
development and a few 7.1-lings about Hawaii English Program's Skills
Section.

I think it's worthwhile looking to the past. (And by the way

the Hawaii skills program has looked into the past as-well as the
future.) Education very frequently trails the rest of our euomy
and society, perhaps appropriately so to some extent. Hvel it

does have and continues to have a large number of users in each

new generation. I -would like to emphasize the association that I

see, which has already been mentioned this morning, between educa-

tion and communication. It seems to me that the whole area of

education is a sub area of communication and when we talk about

educational goals, skills, affects and cognitions and so on, I

think all of that is incorporated in the broader field of comMuni-
cation.

I'd like to touch on two things mainly. One, going to hea4

with the term "resource," the other with the term "system."
Education as a resource was mentioned this morning and neferenee
was made to Stan Harms' work on the right to communicate.
Mr. Dordick explained this in terms of choice. Furthermore we

had Jan Huston talking about peer group Communication. Now, keepintT

those in mind for.just a minute I'd like to refer to an.experience
ti.nt happened a f.:(3;)le of weeks ago. My five year old boy came to

me and started tca:t!Ping mr! ala about babies. He had dialed on the

telephone and gotten the message. A little later he had heard abob*

some trouble I had before and came to tell me all about hemorrhoids, .

Apparently you can just about get anything from the telephone if

you just have."dial literacy".

Now, I think from there we go to "keyboard literacy," and I

coma to my own experiende of, earlier 4n the day when I went outsidc

to the computer terminal here, and I asked, rather innocently,

"well can you get anything else besides the information on what's
happening at this conference and about the people who are in this

group?" The response was, "oh sure. What would you like?" I said

that I didn't know. So he dialed a little number and out came a

whole stack of things one after another. One was biorythms. I wa5

asked, "Do you know what that is."--W11, I lied a little bit and

said, "yes, but let's find out." So the operator asked my birth-
date, put it down, and out this came in about 30 seconds. It shows

that my intelligence is at its absolute nadir today. However, my

emotions are at their peak! Well, that you can get with keyboard
p11 T hrldto 1 Ib'w to typo my name and birth-

A!Itc.
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Let's go a lit:le hit fl,,-ther and 7ock at sc.7.r.' things that

were also mentioned this morning. Mr. Dordick talked about flata
and the desirability of connecting the libraries of the state.
Miles Jackson talked about dnta from the libraries throughout the
Pacific. I would like to emphasize the idea of a connection between
the schools in the state and the possibility of each individual
being in touqzith each other ar-1 also the idea that each individual
is a communicataon resource.

Now coming to the area I headed with the term "system" let
me say a little bit about the Hawaii English Program. The most

co:Pmon comPlaint that T hear as soon as I mention that I've been
connected with the Hawnii English Program Fkills system is, "HOw
coe_e our kids don't read any better?" I guess since my emotion
is at its Peak I will brTefly eention that they do read -hotter.
You just haven't seen the right studies. In the stndy
Pa:;ne we dit:over that in 16 -Alt of 16 critical tests, whci.e
nrtir.ipants wero sj 1 !7rding to the kids who wel-e in the

frorn the st-4rt and kids who 1.-id 1,c(-:1 in it, the
Sr iyo pnrtipips d;d rli,71-1fionntly better. So, let's put tiis
aside. That was not the rel intent of the program The intout

:as to see that kids didn't go down in their ability to read. The

basic intent and the bnsic commission at the utset wah to devise a
syzo.em whioh could be continously upgraded.

O in lookinf: at this from varionS points of view we can say
the system is a teacher's tool. It's a tool which allows for a
mijch higher degree of individualization than was possible before,
a much higher degree of learner participation. For example, the
learner can decide what 11c:will learn at any given time. But it's

also learner partiripntien in a more immediate and more constant
ssnse. In traditional school systems the child interacts with a
stimulating -person only part of the time. We were trying tc desic7n
a system in which interaction is constant--in other words, one in
which there is a high density of'active Participation on the part
of the learner. He's eommitting hime,elf in making a response at
every moment and checking to see if it is an apbropriate response.

Another aspect of tho nrograr.1 is a high degree of media 115e,
ani a wide rarip:e'of this Ilse. It includes the opportunity for
treeininf!; in keyboard llteracy from kindergarten on. There's a
nigh enThasis on peer exchmite. In actual use, the idea of poor
exchange means that not know]ng how to read is no longer a deVicit.
Thfs. is now part of Our bank, or part of our wealth. If we find

a cnild who doesn't know how to road but who wants to read, this
is an opportunity for another child to help the learner select a
program. The two of them can then wor1, f7,0,1n,-1 reading at the time

when the learner wanth to learn to read. So, there are high degrees
of freedom and the ideas of gem!liqriention are fundamental here more
than anything else.

Well, let me r:o quisl,,ly to the idea of the sys1;em ne,; a
cemmunity tool. Accounte.hility is/built in so that you have a
very elone 11,(z cites and the

0
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tests. You can tell at any moment precisely where a

he can do, what he can't do, whether he can read or

StorE or any other novel you may name, etc. This is

thing we have talked about in the educational system
-ue have not so often been able to get close to it.

child is, what
understand Love
the kind of
but I think

Looking into the future, I 'would say that I think there is a

real possibility that instead of having the order of elementary,

junior-high, high school, college and general society, we might

want to continue with some more general categories: The categurie:;

would be less distinct, and they might be ascribed the numbers

1, 2, 3, 4, 5 to diminish the emphasis on the amount of grades and

years that one spends in any one stage. One would work rresumably

with considerable emphasis in the first stage on such things as

basic affects and skills in learning. This would be achieved

through interchange. At a second stage somebody would become
cmalified to participate in developing the programs to help otherL,

achieve these individually. Again the emphasis would be on inter-.

change. The third stage would be interchange of cognitive results

where the students develop their own learning programs, their own

discovery programs and interchange their findings. The fourth

stage would, with profeesi'onl contributions, make reference to

societal needs and the entire area of social institutions and

would include longer range.work.



"aI= =LE AND

MULTIYEDIA, AND ANTICIPATORI-"

John Eouthwo,.th, DanPlist

felt a little uneasy today. 1-Laybe it's Partly because
a teacher.ct the University I have difficulty in handling the

future; when I stand in front of the class, those stuclents are
there, now I think my orientation also comes from being in the
science department which teaches the empirical arproach. That
means doing it. Our edu-comp program functions in this manner;
we try and work with what we hnve now. While it may not be the
best possible system, we .use it to get =,ome expericrce. That's
one reason we have the Computer. Inforlitirn Central (CIC)
able for your use today. The activities you see today are maie
possil-rle undr.rtp r;flirlcuL wi10 nnic.rnmmc,1 Lhc ,7mp1t.e1.

This brings me to an important point I'd like to make a-bout,
the basic skills needed in this area. One of the first things
a noviCe thinks about when he approaches a computer is how to
program it. But let's step back for a moment. Let's imagine
all the people who go to the library; how many go there thinking
they'll vrite a book, make a movie, etc.? These are only a few
possible uses of library services. In order to make the
computer as accessible an information source as the library, we
are attempting at the University to give our students exposure
to the computer. Indeed, it was stated ten years ago that any
student leaving the University without having had a direct
exposure to the computer was not being provided adequate
preparation for today's and tomorrow's society. I think we're
seeing that come about. In addition to the.minimal skills
required to use the computer as an information source, I feel
that the technical aspects of skills training such as progromminF
will become morc md 1n, rind can be inc(A-porated in
various ways.
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c(-2r,---7=7 FOR PAL THREE

Question to Mr. b_ldrich--You mentioned the .problem of
proliferation of product types causing more organizational and
training Problems.-- I believe common carriers, specifically the
telephone cOmPanies throughout the U.S.A., and I imagine the
world, 1.113 until very recently Placed a legal moratorium on the

-
interconnection of foreign devices. If there hadn't been a ---

moratorium might not sore of this proliferation have happened a
little earlier, getting it out of the way sooner? Now that many
of those restrictions have been lifted, now only requiring a form
of buffering device for elpet,ro-mpr.linic.al protection, are we going
to witness this rroliferation-and will the telephone service r:Irfrr
as a result? Or is this proliferation good in the sense that we'll
k;ct all c,f our R &-D over with so that maybe in 10 to 15 years, we
may cmerge with an agreed upon technology?

AldrichFrom the remarks that were ma:ie afT mcFnL.,
think too many rrsoplP -.7ould agree that in 10-15 years we're going
tc have it over with and then settle into something stable and
comfortable. I don't think that a change in the law is going to
cause some sudden rush of proliferation which then diminishes and
Qv, prohlPms. dir.appear. I suspect that these problems will be
with us for a long time. The problems that T'm particularly
talking about relate to the system interface. It's relatively
easy for example for a company or manufacturer to train their
people to install and maintain their particular devices. But

these devices have to -work in a system with other kinds of
devices. To the -.7tent that there is an increasingly Wide
variety of devices you probably would find that you have increasing
problems in tryinp to find people who can really relate that system
to the total system or network. And so you're going to have people
that can work on their own devices but increasingly have problems
trying to identify and resolve thP problem that is inherent in
interface.

CJuestion 2--W-hat if; the solution?

Answer h.;,r AldrichA7,ain I don't know if people would agree
with me. I might say that in my opinion this country has achieved
such a remarkable communicationsystem-1Pcause of the way it was
designed and the way it evolved. It evolved in a very we1l-p1Pnned
evolutionery manner. Changes were carefully incorporated into the
system, compatabilitywas always given very high priority. And

these interface problems that I'm alluding to were relatively few.
I feel there's great merit.in that, in soMething as complex and as
pervasive and as .important as many people have stated here today'.
I feel that perhaps the community will be well served to take a
planned approach to make certain that the system works very well
all the time and not be too overwhelmed by the first blush of having
new color devices or new types of devices appear on the scene and

3
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have everybody think "7,ee, this is a good thing." In some
it is good but may carry.some serious penalties with it in the lon

C..ustion & Comment 3--I'd like to pursue the same thing Oil,
yo'a were talking about the obsolence of education and I think you
meant vocational training rather than education?

knswer--Well, I suppose you're right because I think most
people would accent education as beinr2. cumulative. In some
respects vocational training can do that but even in education a
lot of people who graduated 20 years ago are finding out that t-r-
education they received then isn't auite adeouat.= for
happening today. Many people, mn7-v of us are

to college in trying to lear test

tec:nlot7y.

Comment--I think that if you have a basic education in
electricity, physics and mathematics and you're not just trained
for these newer technologies, then they come easier to you. You

tg.1-:e a man off the street and tell him how to en;zineer cables

and terminals, well, then he has problems.

Comment from Aldrich--You're correct, I wouldn't disagree
with you except that people who have an education in electrical
engineering and who might have been very competent in the
electronic age now suddenly find themselves entering the
age. So now we're talking suddenly about -yste-

to design and troubleshoot. cc, .

of hardware eleccs n So, we don't'find People
who brin;-:; that kind of experience to the job too readily.

Comment by ChristnT "7 t e should
ohange our nr-,' Lcatior than couLduer education
a:3 the anc v someone accumulates . we should
considr It as an at7.itude, n -sal; Jc proc(.

has been given the elements of understanding of the basic concept:-.
it should suffice to stimulate the curiousity keeping one constantly
updating and such. Education should be a dynamic snd constantly
happening process.

Comment by Dykstra--I can only second that and I think that
the universities and colleges of the community can do a great
deal in order to facilitate that.

Question to DIkstra--You suggested that schools be inter-
connected. When the cable t.v. franchises were handed out five
or nine years ago it was pl....:ullpp,rlod that schools would be able
to use return channels and would be int,..1:onneott23. But this

hasn't happened. I suspect the money was not forthcoming from the
departments of education and the University of Hawaii to actually
connect and wire the schools. For instance, Punahou is wired and
St. Louis iswired htit these are private schools with private
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sources c' The nubl'- fund ha,,. not -ceon su"'ci,,nt t:

vire the public sc:lools even as fast as the private schools wer.-

able to do themselves. Since the longe- we wait, the higher this

cost goes, do you continue to propose to do that? Or do you

suggest some new way in order to bypass the older technology in

getting on to something never and more svohisticated?

Answer--I would suggest you ought to do it right now.
suggestions don't carry terribly much weight. I was called in as

a consultant for ahout a 5 year period to Prepare a program that

",;7 fle and then they 7ot rid of me in that aspect of developmen.

20egarding the idea that there should be interronnecion, I

t:,.ink it is very important %nd it coul usc in a gl-cw,, mriny

war:7 Y-L-7a -.e programs tha-, are now in the schools. There's a

hi ir:-2nasis on interchange between peers and the process of

ed_;cation, rather than the product, becmes an i=prtant asrect

of t. I don't know what I can say --,1-.out it other than that it

sh ald go that way but it hasn't.

questionCan you suggest any ways of which the funds tc

achieve that might be released in the next few years in order to

effect the change before the next generation of computer tech-

no: makes that oloolet

aer by Dvkz7tr-.--7- have an -rt Po lit'

:.ere?

adestion & Comm,-nt by same personObviously there's a

ceftnin cutting edge to this question that I'm trying to get f

If we accept the fact that technology i sp, ling aln7, poss

as Kr. - ,J.1;
syst_m where the

. capable c.. intergrating those changes,

ll ,his talk of altering our educational system in order to

teach children how to use computers really has no meaning. There

is no such thing. We're talking about something that doesn't

exist. If you're going to teach children hew to use computers,

they have to have the computers today, not tomorrow! If yoa can't

give it to them, there is no sense in talking about it, you might

as well start with adults, Itho are motivated on their own to come

to private or public schools of computer sciences, information

sciences and let them trickle down.

Answer by Dykstra--When I mentioned earlier that we do have

emphasis on keyboard literacy we have had to do it through

typewriters not by computers.

Comment by Southworth--I think I can speak to tyz? point.

Perhaps it'll answer his question. You can have a computer but

what are you going to do with it. That's Step 1 that we're

trying to get now; looking at how ycu can uF:e cmputcrs in a

variety of ways. The University of Hawaii has a statewide

ccmpitior ,...,nimittce that's trying to
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look at some of the rrobleme and ways ft might -gee done. 7:e're

trying to communicate with the Department of Education. They
cuote, "have other rriorities", but are interested in this area.

I'm involved in a project some of you mro-zable have neard
the .;Ineriran --7ield Service. This is a Program that brings

students from overseas and sends people from here overseas for
leeonla to neorle contact. They live in each others homes, they
irc to school and sc forth.

Well, we've gone one step further with this and have been
able to extend contacts of the University group utilizing
oceeenication technology. Using the computer we publish a
new.Lletter, -for one thing. PEACESAT gets us together over the
satellite helping us to share experiences. The mos:. intereeiinr.
and recent exPerienre is the use of color slides which are
duplicated and sent to each station so the student can narrate
the slides 23,000 miles, ur 46,000 I guess, by the electronic
signal. And it repTly has fostered very close interaction.

The irony of this particular Project is that we're
communicating with APS, people in New Zealand, Saipan and

ratonga but not in Maui. We are closer to New Zealand than
we are to Maui. If we really have a statewide university Liy01-:,!
or educational system, why don't we.get down and start doing it
here.

Comment by. Dordick--I wonder if I can address a question to
you, 1.1r. Dykstra. I think your point Mr. Couthworth is very true.
We haven't even been able to use the technology we got.
Educational television has been a disaster in the U.S. It never
has worked very yell and I think one of the major reasons is that
it was introduced as a substitute for thP tearher which was
always a threat rather than as a means of assisting the teacher.
In fact much of the research on educational television has focused
on whether one can teach as good as or, as the research literature
now says, at least as good as a face. Well that's not the objectie,
of educational television. The objective was to offer the student
a wider rance of erience. And unfortunate7y the vny edueatioh.H
t2levision lurst forth lii Lhe U.S. over a sinrie educationl
channel, the teacher didn't have any options; th
at a given time.

I think that what is changing now is the :7aot that, T sei'
this morninc, there are a wide variety of alternatives available
for: use in educational systems. There are a wide variety of doin-,
it by means other than the very expensive over-th2-air channel.
We offer the teacher the opportunity for choice, the opportunity
of crowing, the variety uf programs or the variety of different
pieces o2 information. The truth of the matter is that there is
so much we can do now without concerning ourselves with a lot of
the interactive technolo7ies and a lot of the more esoteric
computer teehnolorjes. We are able to bring more experience to
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the studFnts and lower the cost of c:iucation delivery, not
necessarily to the detr-im,.nt of the'teacher. If you look at the
figures for the next 20 years or c, we see a gradual dro.coff
in the number of young students at school. Put it's i,-teresting

how some administrators today gre looking at educational t.v.
and all kinds of computer lea...-ning and electronic assisted
learning as a substitute for textbooks which have gone up in
Drice tremendously.

Now, with respect to getting schools wired. I don't know if
you were referring to the old FCC rule concerning cable t.v. but
there's no question, the FCC has backtracked considerably on allowil.v,
schools to obtain wiring and being able to get different channels.
What the FCC1.really done is to put the burden of proof on the
school. The school has to go in and show just how they intend to
use the channels and there are quite a few cases that have come out
of the FCC reCently where schools have obtained as many as five
additional channels only because they came forth with a Dian that
showed how they were going to use each of-these channels year by
year plus where they were to get the resources. While I,would
object to the FCC backing off, I also feel it's the responsibility
of the educators to show what they're going to do with the
resource.
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"=E77-1-C FIC:HTS,

ACCI:SE, CITIZEN -P!-;727CIPATTON"

Kenneth KuPchek, Panel ChP.i-een

7 am here as that all too 'F'amiliar creature, "THE CIlIZE::"!
it ser'ee as Chairmam of the Kailua Nei,e7hborhood Beard - a City
Charter created "Citizen Sounding Eoard". This is a communicaticnz
device that our Previous panelists might forgiven for over:neeing,
following as it does closely unon the heels of the revollitionP-ry
communi.cations discovery err the Greeks, known as democracy.

?his conference is an example of such a citizen partieinntio;1
oe-Inding board. It, perhaps, is en offshoot of the new awareness
rf the average citizens and their participation in the processes
7_verning their lives.

A minature e:.:ample began in Kailua, where, as Dave Jones
suggested, the Chamber of Commerce and Community Council attemnt,-J-
to determine their goals and needs befo,-e embarking on deve1oping
the community.

Surprising uniformity of opinion resulted following numerous
community meetings and the taking of various polls by develoners,
community groups and the local media. A vibrant high quality small

town was sought. It became evident that this meant less of a
deperdence upon commuting together with the establishment of a
climate and finding a means for attracting a core of non-polluting
indx3tries. Chance discussion-- with Hawaiian Telenhone planners at

yet another conference led to the establishment ,of a workshop to

introduce Windward community leaders to a powerful planning tool
known as telecommunications. This planning tool, we were told,

could help create remote work centers in Kailua town or even in
the home.

The Windward leaders, whn were about to tackle development
rAans for their areas, were shocked to find that nowhere in either
the overriding state plan and county general plan, then being
developed to guide us for the next twenty years, were these tools
being considered. The legis)ature had foreseen this for the enabling

legislation specifically requires that communications be one of the

major areas of concern which must be inter-related with the others.

The Council of Presidents also recognized that cOmmunicationc
along with energy technology was one of the most critical planning

tools. it, therefore, established a task force to educate the

public and the decision makers. Among other suggestions, the task

force proposed that the name of the DepnrLment of Transportation be

change,1 to the DepalAment of Coilimnviontions. This simple change
would significantly change the mission requirin[7 r-nhrlderation of

all commnnir.ntinnP, $11tP,rnr:-FA-,c5.
6 8
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This conference might be considered an offsh ot of that task
force. Six of its members are participating as pa elists and several
more are in the audience. The daily papers have pi ked up the thread
and are beginning the primary task of public education. .And I'm

happy to report timt the City ,Council, has at the insistence of the
task force, recognized the importance of telecommunications, at

-least in the area of potential transportation trade offs and energy
'conservation.in the latest general plan draft.

Miles Jackson's talk on citizen information, storage, organiL
zation and dissemination is pertinent to this panel as woUld be
information on the mass media. Gerry Sumida will give you a peek
at the future, which may be largely planned without communications
awareness. Then JohnMcConnell and David Barney will look at
portions,of-todays communications ycollatory fr.,imewark.out of ,Thfcb
the future may evolve.. Finally, Edith Webster will provjde a cit7cW6
overview of the impact of communications technology.

Each of.you, however, should not be just sitting here in this

incestuous gathering of communications people. You should also be

talking to the uninitiated,which include the public decision makers

with tl.,e'St awl county plans, now being formulate,a, tomorrow will

be too late.
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"PUBLIC INTEREST--PRIVACY, RIGHTS,

EQUITY, ACCESS, AND CITIZEN PARTICIPATION"

John McDonnell, Panelist

am not really going to talk too much about the future but
rather about the present, which I think is very important to the
kind of discussion we're having here todaY,

First, I want to say what our agency Department of Regulatory
Agencies) does in the communication field 'Tmarily in the tele-,
phone industry. We represent.the cOnsumel. fore the commicsionn
that regulate the companies. In the case o. intra7stnte
communication that's theslocal PUC (Public 'utilities Commission).
In the case of inter7stntc rnmmunication it's the Federal
Communiention Cnmmision.

I have no doubt that rate-base regulation is a great
retarding influence on the development of-t'eehnoTiogy- in the
communications field. I think it's important that you try to:
understand what it is and how it works./ Because you can then
proceed from there as to how it might chahge.

Rate base regulation is basically/a cost-plus approach in
determining the revenue requirement of the carrier. This is done

by adding its expenses to the product/of its investment times
Whatever return on that investment the regulating agency says it
needs to earn. This type of regdlat/ion is expensive and it's
cumbersome. Most of the key decisiOns are made in formal,
legalistic proceedings in which'the parties are represented by
attorneys. The records can be vo umes and volumes. The last

telephone rate case we had is prqbably a foot thick.

Because of its complexity, fthe rate base regulation concept
is one that has inherent difficUlties for Citizen participation.
Because you are concerned with economicissues and with every
facet of the operation of the company, it is very difficult for
private citizens to meaningfully participate in these legalistic
proceedings.

The regulated cpmnanies' direct interests are at stake.
Thcy devote considably more time and expense to the
.regulatory process than we do. SO it's not an easy thing, but
we do have citizen parhiripation. I noticed that representatives
of STUC, the State-Wide Telnphpne Us"e'rs .Committee, are here today.
They have participated in the lnra1 rate case.

For the last year and a half we've been uti-aking a
program, to eliminate what we call telecommunicat inequality,

which Hawaii suffers, with respect to the s6rvj 6 provided and
the pricns rh.nrged for those services.
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In order to bring this-about we participated in numerous
proceedings at the log,t:hat have cost us a consideratile amount of
money, I think well worthwhile I tried to check my files before
coming over here to get a final total on the number of different
dockets that we've had to enter at the FCC and it was just an
impossible task. I don't know how Many there are.

We have achieved some successes, having predicated our goals
on the principal that with satellite communication there is no
longer any justification for higher. prices in telecommunication
ervices between Hawaii and the Mainland than for comparaPf

'_istances between Mainland points.

We were zuccessful in getting three step reductions in lonr
distance telephone rates. The first one occurred in March 1910,
and, although we may have further resistance, one is schpdn1cd
for July 1977, and the final on January 1, 1979,

Before integration the Hono1u1u-C.nlifornia rate for video
transmission was $1,175 for the first 10 minutes and $38.50 for

each additional minute. 'It's now $250 for the first half hour

and $8.33 for each additional minute,

Telex, before:rate integration, cost $2.00 for the first
minute,$2.00 for each additional tenth of a minute. As of

January 1 of this year it's $1.90 for the first, minute and 190

for:each.additional minute. Further reductions in telex are

scheduled for July 1, 1977 and January 1, 1978.

For telegrams, we have succeeded in getting the per-word
charge after the first 50 words reduced. It's 210 per word for

the first fifty words. After that, it used to be 210, per word;

.it's now 100 per word.

For private line services, data services or.alterate voice

data aa they call it :in the industry, the rate to California is

now $3,770-per month; to New,York it's $6,038. We expect sub-

stantial reductions in the near future. The best example that I

can give you to show that we're not regulating prices is that we

have a computing company coming in; RCA, which has its own domestic

satpllite system. They propose a rate of only $1,200 per month
to California and $1,400 per month to New York. And I think that's

the difference between competitive en:.:2prise and regulated

monopoly. SUre there are certain cases where monopoly is required
because the economies of scale involved. But once you've got jt,

you've got to regulate it. However, regulation is a very Poor .

substitute,for the competitive process. And my message would be

that the kAndstof things.you are talking about can be developed

through a/competitive VarkeLplace more quickly and more effect-

ively than through rate'base regulation.

In that regard (I think it was mentioned 'this morning)

thPl.c's uttIct,hing ciled the Consumer Communication Reform Act
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of 176 now pending in Congress which is sponsored by the Bell
Co.'s and the rest of the telephone industry/ To call it a
consumer's reform act, I think, is one of the greatest misnomers
that's ever been created. What that act would do is reverse the
recent decisions of the FCC that have perMitteö. comPetition in the
terminal equipment business and in the ,sPecialized common carrier
area. I think that growth has to be orderly', and I can understand
the telephone companies' concerns. But I think there's real
room for letting innovation and competition work and alli.,wing
the industry to grow. A good example of competition's benefits
is that of a small computing coMpany which first came up with a
device that enables,deaf people to use the telephone. These kind
of competitive pressures have had a very healthy effect on the
Bell:system because they've had to respond and they've done so
very well.
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"PUBLIC INTERESTPRIVACY, RIGHTS,

EQUITY, ACCESS, AND CITIZEN PARTICIPATION"

Gerald Sumida, Panelist

I thought At might be useful, or at least interesting if
not useful, for me to_ read you a letter which I just received.
It says:

Dear Jerry: In your last communfcation, you asked me to
describe my views on the "communication age," which I am happy
to do.. Incidentally, I was somewhat surprised that yon pct.:fer
a letter to the more expressive holotape.

.But to your request: The most technologically advanced
societies entered the communications age in the latter 20th
century. By then the earth was linked by several networks-of
ground and orbiting communications systems, and miniaturization
techniques made possible the mass production, at relatively
inexpensive prices, of all manner of computer, information
processing and telecommunications devices. Obviously, central

governments, military establishments, and the larger corporations
were the heaviest users of these devices. But before the mass
telecommnnioations systems were taken over by government corpo-
rations, the privately-owned communications -systems reached into
virtually every huMan habitat, and literally turned them into
individualized entertainment and amusement centers. The real

breakthrough came when the screen system could be used for two-
way communications with holographic projections. [Some govern-

ments, before the regional wars, apparently used the screens to
reach persons who were immobile or shut in, especially in the
decayed urban areas, and made their lives a bit more pleasant.]
Of course, books, magazines and other printed stuff were-alMoSt
all replaced by the individual communications unit, which really
revolutionized matters. If you wanted to read a book (instead
of experiende it by dream induction or I rn by hypnO-immersion),
you could simply signal a central repos_tory and the pages of

the book would appear on screen, as long as you wanted. All the

big publishing companies went out of business, but not before
some political and legal battle royales.against the telecommuni-

cations Corporate giants. The battles involving copyright and
patent questions would fill volumes. Newspapers, of course, were

the earliest to go on screen, starting when the New York Times
merged with CBS in the last quarter.

These societies were profoundly changed by the communications

era. Central governments became all powerfulcorporate adminis-
trative units, with each citizen linked directly to the,central
human resources dcpacLwent. Everyone had an electronic ID card,

co'vrnmonts implant,ed in a person's brain at birth.
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Come of the historic democracies tried tc use various sorts of
electronic voting systems, achieving for a while a kind of direct
democracy, and attempted to work new balances between goVernment .
information'systems and individual privacy. The historic auto-
cratic societies, however, skipped this particular experiment.

Few people anticipated the total power shifts that the
z7sommunications acre caused in all countries, regardless of their
'professed ideology. A new elite class emerged, whose wealth and
rower derived from their -knowledge 'and experience in making the
communications society work. These were the superscientist-
technicians and supertlanners, whose s'cientific rensoning and
decisional capabilities wele enhanced by genetic engineering
techniques. The traditional political elites lout out
because they naively thought they cold eohLrol the c ommi m
elite, and because d iserision-mnIcing in th period beneNe so c°m-

i,L;-"-

ple.x that most of.society's central decision and mniutennnoc
processes were han died by national guardian cerquter
The link-up of tly, guardian systems of the Unit:21 States, Canada,
the soviet Union and Japan,

stems.

while done under c.ompe]ling, global

necessities, was an ePfective politiel. coup d'etat.

The traditional corporate and business elites lost out because
information became the new currency and form of and

determined the rank-status-power relationships 3oCl e 0

course, the few ilarg government corporations rejionsible for
various aspects of each eountry still have corporate managerial-
administrative type.s., who were able to :.0,apt to managi.TT, a very

different type of corporate enterprise.

The later 'stages of the'communications age were not always
feadily accepted. The neo-Luddite revolts in Southwestern
.Tinited States, England', Northern.Europe, the Soviet Union and
Iran, to list the most Prominent, "which destroyed a goOd deal
of expensive egilipmr-nt, er not major setbacks'to the establish-
ment of thir, new orcler, Wi.c.h the passing of.the older generations,
th2 new era eealr.e firmly establinhed.

By the. beginning of the last q;larter, the terran guardian
ctworl... 'handled most of .sational and glbal affair and had
:,-;placed the United ::4atIons sy-tem which by then had proven to

quite c.imhersome and ineffertive. lesides, as-soon. as the

ir.ted States ar.(1 the :;oviet Union were lined, the whole'

P0-4er oh,:ed, and the terran.f.uardian networlr.
almost omnipot,2nt. HaA it not been for the cuttrc:ak of

--'"cs regional wars, which :1*-ied after theruc,tion nfc'rir wapons syst.,,mc., I am sure ti;a't ll ,.ountries oiT
have in,or:/_,rateri into th,:: terrr! ,fliarriAan

Vollarily on uu coe2r!lon. As it Tjnited

,das -in -,he form of the Terran
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Immediately after the terran guardian system was damaged,
Earth II was created by persons from many different countries.
Earth II, which is in orbit around earth, administers tself as
a pure democracy. As I understand it, any member of the elected
council may call for a vote on a matter in issue. All monitor
screens then shift to the council, where each side presents its
case, with the central computer giving confirming or disconfirm-
ing comments on the arguments made. Everyone then votes, and,
depending on the seriousness of the issue, a majority prevails.
Earth II has recently been designated a sovereign country by the
Terran Council.

Part of the foundation--in my Mind the most crucial elemf'nf
of the Terran Council and Earth II was built by the tremendnusly
innovative work of the early Terran CommunicationR renLer, which
was established in Hawaii as an outgrowth of an idea of Theobald

and Scott. Anyway, the center was established with extensive
information-processing and telecommunications capabilities in
order to engage in global problem-solving activities. lIts

information banks systematically stored data received fret all
over the globe, which were used to create exact simulations of

regional and global problems. Proposed solutions, alternative
courses of action, anticipated future problems were the results,

which decision-makers,could then act upon.] For some fortunate

reason I still don't understand, the center was never integrated

into the terran guardian network established later. The center,

was finally taken seriously when, after its repeatt:d warnings,

the Pacific economic war broke out among the corporations and
countries trying to divide up the manganese nodule beds. The

center proposed an equftable solution which was accepted and
adopted by all parties. Thereafter its credibility became
virtually unassailable. Later, when.Hawaii finally seceded
from the United States as the only way to preserve itself as a
rather unique and unusual society (instead of being largely over-
whelmed politically, economically and culturally by the United
States), the center played an even larger role in Hawaii's
life. When I. last visited_thereHawaii had just been formally

designated by the Terran Council as the major center for
Pacific Rim terran affairs. ,This has enabled Haw-tii to play

an enormously important role in terran affairs slightly
resembling that played much earlier by Switzerland.

I must close now, and I promise to continue my narrative

in my next communication. Until then, T remain with you in

Terran kinship.

(Trnrirlol n Fut)lue TimP.)
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"PUBLIC INTEREST--PRIVACY, RIGHTS,

EQUITY, ACCESS, AND CITIZEN"

David Barney, Panelist

Today, we've heard a great deal of talk about some very
sophisticated, expensive, hopes, predictions and/or forecasts,
libraries, schools, and extraterrestrial explorations. If we

turn our attention back. to Hawaii and take a look at cable
televon, I think we can see a problem developing that's
.going to impact not only cable t.v. ut other areas.of commu-
nication as we get mure and more technolngicallY 3oroni5ticlate4.
The prublem of who is er.p,nsillie tn ensure that people nye
suved by communientions and not the other,way around.

I'd like to take a quick look at cnble televon here in
Hawaii and make a recommendation .that we all could perbnp:;
and perhmps work towards.

I'd like to talk just for a second about Federal impacts on
cable t.v: The Federal Communication Commission traditionally
has been in faVor of broadcasters. And I think you can see that
in a'number of ways. First there is now on the mainland
r6.oLrjctions in major markets and others on the importing Of
distant t.v. signals into a community. I think this violates
the individual's right to selection. Secondly, there'was a.

moratufium for a number of years on the construction, in the
major markets, of cable t.v. systeins. I think that was done.at
the.behest of the broadcasting corporations. .And I think.that

again it made the public suffer. Thirdly, there is currently a
slackening.of interest on the part of the FCC_ toward the whole
area of access. Initially there had been requirements for at
least 3 access channels for each system. Now there is a require-
ment for one.. And-that experiment is due to lapse.'. We're going
to find that there has not been enough experimentatiOn in this
&xperiment for a'number of reasons.' I think the Department of
Regulatory Agencies here in Hawaii has been a little, more
responsive than the Feds as we are still requiring 3!or more
access channels. T. think we should do a little more probing
into the DRA and see what '.neir response has been so far.

.1 haven't seen very mUch interest manifested through. the
DRA or anyone else in go7ornment at the state level in finding
out what actually has .b.cen going on in other places in access.
I think there h-Ive been a number of excellent exomples of what
can.harjpen with access . ilzperjments in ReiJding, Orlando, .New
York City, have been 1;ery interesting. There are some California
experiments underway that are very good. We haven't seen any,
direction so fr:r from the Governor's task force oncable t,v.
I think we should watch those people very carefury an-i make sure
that thr. puhlir! is prir'smount.
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Another problem with the current regulation of cable is that
there is no clear understanding of what access is. I don't think

there is a clear understanding what it means to have access.

Is it in fact a marketing tool? Oceanic cablevision seems
to think so as they place it under marketing. Is it a marketing

tool or is it a right of an individual to communicate. And if

so, how? These problems have never been addressed adequately at
the state.or local level. Or in most other places for that
matter.

I don't see any organization currently,charged with the
development in any real sense of access in a governmental,
educational or public sense. The cable compnnies say that they
are not in the business of promoting access as it's costing them

money.

So, these are some of the problems I've seen. Perhaps we

could get to the suggestions I have and to some which others here

this morning have.

First of all I'd like to suggest that an organization be
appointed by a governor's committee, the DRA, the governor or
whoever for several purposes.

First we should develop storefront access centers through-
out thecity. Currently we have one access center that's
operating in the evenings out of oceanic cablevision. It's in

downtown Honolulu and to get on cable you have to go there to

get on live. Otherwise you have to deliver them a video tape.
The idea of a storefront system of access centers is certainly

not, technologically difficult. From the things we have talked

about today it's very simple. Secondly this organization would
work at encouraging ..nd promoting the use of public, governmental
and educational access channels by the commUnities. I live in .

Pearl City and we don't have much representation in the media.

I would like to.see the cable systems become a little more
localiied than the direction they're heading.right now. Clubs

and organizations should be helped to get their messages out via

cable. They could have meetings on cable for those who could

not attend.

This organization would develop new uses of cable here. In

the area of medical t.v. I don't think we've explored it very

much there are a phenomenal possibilities there for diagnosis,

for two-way communication with doctors, f.Dr storefront medical

clinics, for public information, for in-out patient information,

-etc. I think there's some interest in the alternate media center

among senior citizens. One of the major Problems bf senior
citizens is transportation. ,If we could have a "trade-off° as

has been suggested between transportation and communication we

might eliminate tbe problem of senior citizens being less

mobile than most of us.
.77
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We talked this morning about libray and information systems
making use of cable t.v. I talked earlier with Edith Webster and
she recommended campaigns being waged over cable t.v.

This organization would have an additional function that is
to develop further funding for cable use and cable experimentation
through the formulation of applications and proposals for-grants.
from Federal agencies and local foundations and organizatiOns.
There are a number of labor unions on the mainland exploring the

of cable as a method of education for their members. Being
!:lich a highly unionized state, I think Hawaii would be ripe Tor
such activity. Anotheruse of such an organization would be.to
develop the work and industrial uses of cable through inJouLrial
training programs for companies such as Hawaiinn 12:1 ectric and
telephone company. Another possibleuse.would be to develop the
governmental uses of cable television Tor weather alerts, wcz!lwr
information, government information and information of all kinc,s.

I recommend that this organization:we're proposing be an
independent orgenizaion. JndPileude.nt from the cable companies,
independent from theDRA and other governmental influence:3 as
mulch as possible. The shnrt term dollar intere:srs uf cable
companies are not, served by promoting access. They lose money
hy having to equip access centers. AnC. they are dn business tJ
make money. And I don't see why we shculd say that it's their
responsibility to provide us with access, to provide us with
progromming or to provide us :iith coordinators.-

'So far the work has been carriud on by a few individuals
who are very dedicated and action oriented. They 'need to have
some organi7,ation to support their interests.

A problem that has developed for the cable compr_nies ds that
the company itself is prohibited from placing any kind of prior
control on content yet they are responsible in asserting that
certain criteria are met in terms of obscenity, etc. It places
them in a very uncomfortat position. InNew York they
some obscenity problems and what'they've done is to say that IT
it's questionable with anybody on the CATV staff, it will not be
shown.

If the viewer or producer doesn't like it, they c.cr, cc to
court. So they're being much more restrictive. I see; that as
a real danger here. We've already seen some cases of prtor
censorshin on the part of some'of the access prop-rams.

That's basicelly what I'm recommending. I think that would
a ry ren:listic appro,ich if people really enteJ to do some-

thing aLout. e. cunwtliicn+.1,,nr. 10:1wurl: within these ]:=.1nnil:-;:

H--10,)1 thr,r
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"PUBLIC INTERESTPRIVACY, RIGHTS,

EQUITY, ACCESS, AND CITIZEN PARTICIPATION"

Edith Webster, PaneliSt

Ken referred to this as a conference,of experts and incestuous
relationships but I don't think I fit into that as I'm not an expert
in the technologies of communication. So I hope I can bring into
this an ordinary citizen's viewpoint.

I sat here and reacted to all the things I heard. And I fcp1

a little bit like the way when I'm confronted by a large cock-
roach in my kitchen.. It's there as somebody said the teclAnoloGY
is in place, it's there, something has to be don.c obont it,
something is going to happen. I can't ignore it. There is a

confrontation and I want to do Something about it. But when I try

I find myself frozen. I can't go after it, I can't catch it, I

can't eliminate it and so I find Myself unable to cope. Then I

call in my husband and be deals with it.

I'm afraid the citizens are in such a situation. The

technology is in place, it's here. The citizens certainly have

an interest in doing something about-this but are they going to

be able to cope?--Is'the technology going to serve the citizen?
Is it going to.harm hiM? 14111 it bA used for good or evil?

Machines are a little bit like the Hindu-concept of God, they're

neither good ndr evil. They have no desires no aspirations,.no

ideals. It's the people who work them-that have such motivation's,
So what happens in our technol6gical cOmmunication revolution wiTl

depend upon the input of humans. The output will depend-upon the

input. 'I kept being struck by this when people talked about
computers and all the other things.

The output certainly is controlled by the input, and control
means poer. Throughout.history people who could control infor-

mation have had poer. Control of information meanf: power. Now

perhaps our technologal revolution means that there will be a
free flow of information and nobody will be able to control it.
We could all find out whatever we want to about any subject we're

interested in. Maybe it will mean less power in a few hands and

more power in more hands But the opp,7,site.could happen if we

just are quiet and don't do anything about it. Maybe it will

mean more power in fewer hands. A few people may learn the means
to control this techn,-:logical revnlutinn and to control the data

that goes out in a better and more efficient way than has ever

been done before 16! may then have more power in a few hands,

more authoritariEnism. Specters of things like surveillance of
individuals immeAiPtoly come to mind. So you see in my reactions

-to all -these-things I can see onormouq rhances for gopd_ane

enormous porqihilitir, for cvii. It could go either way and in
,11 r,"1,;Lility IL will way. There will be thing,z that
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will benefit us and there will be things that will hurt us. We'll
cal-1 and we'll:lose. And it seems to me it's very important that
as many people as possible become a part of the formula so they can
have some say about what does happen.

For instance, somebciy mentioned the fact that with new systems
you can filter out social and psychological biases and come to
decisions xi merit alone. But, what is merit? Do we want to
filter out all social bias and all psychological bias? if you do
that you're de-hunizing the process. Perhaps-we need more of
these biases and ways to bridge the cap so that we understand
each others' biases but not filter them out. If we rilter them
out we'll end up. with something completely dehumanized. Soebody
mentioned Hawaii as a unique place. Maybe there will be no union('
place There will be nothing unique. It will nil
big similar thing. And we certainly, don't want that to happen.
2omebody mentioned information deprivation and the posSibilities
for our tcrtnnl ogi,7a1 revolution to overcome this information
dr,pcivai-ion so that everyLoOy uonla bo socved. EvecyLo,iy cc1111,1

get informatioh and education and the things they need. But it

could happen the other way around. Somebody else mentioned that

the next fad that was coming out vas the- video disk and it was
going to 'start selling at about lido dollars. Well you can

Increase gaps this way. After all we have a system of free
enterprise and the machines that are developed as' a result of our
technological revolution will mean that things are produced for
profit. .An,J naturally, the people who produce it want as much
profit as possible. .So they're going to try and sell things for
as much as possible not for as little as possible. And we may

have things come up that arP beyond th..e means of most people and
so there will be an information elite composed of people who can
get hold of data very easily and who can control it to some
,y.tent very easily. A great mass of the population will be left

behind, left out or this revolution .stead of closing Faps we
may widen them. We may have more deprivation because if some
people become smarter those who stand still are really becoming.
_Less smart, or less informed.

Ho-thing has -,.een decide( l which way will it go or to what

eztent we will slev a uart.

L,,,ve Jones mentioned that .0 was high time that peoples'

needs considered rather than the possibilities of technology.
cerL,alnly want to unfierline that because it seems that man will

or) whater r!an Technology rdus on a pace, whatever it
can produde win he pcoduded.. But the 1-.F:nn Lrtind it is Often

hard to. find. It's 'just pd-mIse we..can do it, we do do it. What

are the 'peoples' needs?. ill pr,oples' needs served, or will

we produce technology just for the purpose of producing rLore--
to sell more?

'Ahat would be the effect on interpersonal relations:' Will

our lives Pecome rrr impr,rsonl as we deal more throUgh telephones
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and machines, computers, etc. Will we have the same opportunities
for close personal relationships or will we become more-dehumanized
as we stay in our own little home and get everything there instead

of going out and meeting people and forming close relationships?
Will intimacy be lost?

Another thing is time. Somebody mentioned that time will be

compressed allowing one to do so much more, faster. For instance,

take the idea of instant polls and instant votes. You can say

this will make our process more democratic because we could conduct
nolls almost immediately on any subject. We can get everybodys'

vote, not just those of a few people. On the other hand if this is

done too quickly there may not be time to obtain bninnced infor-
mation. This raises the possibility of bias as you can never
find completely objectiv,- information. People need time to renct,

to feel fully, to discover what they Want, to think, to spilt.,

wisdom. In other words, juSt redheing-the-time-ittnkr-n to do.
. /

something is not necessarity a good quality. It may be, it Ay
not be, but here again there are possibilities for good,

possibilities for evil. /

Somebody was talking about models and how useful they were

to predict the impact/Of various policies. Undoubtedly they will

be very useful and have been very useful. That same person

immediately said "we've built a model and we had a limited amount

of data." There is no perfect model and there will never be

complete da.ta. The kind of data that's chosen to be built into

the model will be decided upon by some people and they will have

their biases. So even with models it won't be a perfect situation..

The important thing is to get models as complete as possible and

to get as many people into the process as possible. Here we need

to have citizen participation. The people who re going to be

affected should have sOmething to do with the outcome.

It all comes down to the question: Are we engineering

communication or are we englneering people? And people are

changing, our technological revolutions change people, we're

becoming different. Maybe we'll think less and act more, maybe

use less.wisdom instead or more wisdom, maybe we'll deny

our feelings and become dehumanized.

Certainly, there are a lot of exciting possibilities as well.

I don't mean to give you the impression that I'm just a pessimist

because I'm not. _And I'm very much excited about some of the

possibilities. For instance, in our work in Common. Cause we have

some very practical problems, such as,1,:eeping in touch with all

our members. We have about 1,300 members, about 1/3 of which

live on neighbor islands. We have a real difficulty in keeping

in touch. Telephone is too.expensive, mail is too expensive--

we can send them newl7letters perhaps 4 times a year but we can't

keep mailing out things every day. Maybe there are possibilities

here in computerized conreron sytems where we can actually

have a state mccLinfT Oicrt: we can all be in touch and get input
,fll i,Ihns. This is n very pxriting.
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In relation to computer conferences, time is important.
Pi you interact with people there's a need for time to get
mature reactions. I wonder about continuous conference systems
where an organization like Common Cause might have a continuous
conference arrangement whereby we can continually, from the
central office, put in things that people at their leisure coulC,
consider. When they have considered it as fully as they cared to
they could respond. This would seem to me much better than the
instant conference in terms of mature judgement and improved
personal reaction.

I would like to leave with one important idea and that is
technology is developed I hope that citizens will te

consulted as much as possible. They should be brouvjlt, ilAto the

process as much as posnible. I think thnt n cxenf de!ll \that hoppm
will be the result of govrnmr-ut, policies. I 'hope that citi71.w;

will be active in wor7!:ing toward Flolnti6nr_ that w311 till-cc us all

One of the very exciting possibilities about the communication

revolution is that we could have,a 'free flow of informatIon_from

government to the,people. We..--have what we call a sunshino:lal'4- now

which provides for open meetings. But we haven't gotten minutes

yet and we haven't gotten reportS,that are available. Whéll we go

to ask for them they-say they aren't available or they sa/they

can give you a copy at $1 per page. This means that a'100- page

report costs 100 dollars effectively shutting'us out from

government policy and decision making in many ways. Maybe the

ne;,' !-echnology will allow for a cheap, inexpensive method for

citizens to get a free flow of information from government. And

then of course we wotIld need some means of getting that flow back

to government. I think that will happen if we can get a free flow

out from government wc ean.get a Letter fJow back in.
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QUESTIONS ZIT:, COTTEN= AFTEP PANEL 11

Gerald Sumida's comment--About this time in most conferences

we get into a nitty, gritty hard look at issues aspect of things.

And about this time too, following on both David's and Edith's

comments, we get the general types of aspirations, "Well some-

body should look into this...hopefully the government
somebody is," and so forth and so on.

Let us make a number of assumptions. First, let us assume

we are concerned with Hawaii .and our lives. Second, let's assume

we are in a communication era. Third, let Us assume that the

technological advancements that are now taking place in the

communication system and society vill continue and we will npt

individually or callectil:L y really have too much influenoc as

to the timing, the scope or the nature of a lot of these

innovations. They will happen someplace at some time and we

will become aware of them either directly or indirectly. Let'

us then assume that the way our society operates is by.certain

types of informational channels which are linked to the exercise

of political power. If we make all those assumptions, it seems

to me the conclusion iS obvious. We are talking about forming .

some kind of very'effective, somehow accountable, communication

lobby. David's idea is very interesting. However, as I think

both Ken and John will agree having worked with both types of

corpw-ate forms f,.:x many years, corporations can get to be very

unaccountable types of entities that run away from you. It

doesn't matter whether they are small, whether they are huge,

whether they arein private form or whether they are in public

form.

I think what migirt be needed (unlerss you want to take a

Ralph Nader type approach with his typdl of organization) s a

new form of organization, perhaps vaguely foreshadowed by

entities such as Common Cause or the Leggue of Women Voters.

Call it the communication lObby, call it whatever you want, but

there has to be an organization which is not afraid of and

understands the i2se of political power in_its various forms.

It has got to be an organization which ti3roughany means must ho

able to keep its members informed of the various things that are

happening technologically, politically and culturaily to the

comMunication revolution. It has got to be an.organization which

is liery broadly citizen-based. There are many elites an& there

are even elites of citizen Organizations. And.if you have

followed for example.the ddscussion within voluntary societal

organizations, within the United States,)evrytiMe they have a

general meeting.to discuss where the'y are going one of their

earliest topics is how can we deMocratize voluntary organi7

zations. And these are the croups which'eN-erybody holds up as

being the essence of democratic ore,anizations.. But this is not

so. We seem perhaps to be run by elites rmd this seems to be
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If we are talking about a communication and information type
of society then perhaps it's the time to invent just such an ,

organizational unit which will be able to insure that some of the
more fearsome aspects of the communication revolution do not take
Place and that some'of the more desirable aster-fa do take.place.
If this i.s not done then,I suspect-that at annual conferences like
this we will keep.on saying "Isn't it too bad that...," and,
"sho-ildn't we have.done such and such," and, "only if we t:4-1d
]:hown or anticinated that...°-and then we'll go,on and somebody
like me will probably make these closing remarks and everybody
will say yes and then the cycle continues. But, if ;jou look at

how things gat; done, regardless of what thP substance is, whether

r

it be in the public sector or,the privat.: sector, you are talking
of political processs. There's nothin gbad about the politi,1
process, it can be fun, it can be tiring, it can hc "rvulin6
and fr,u,LI:al.ihg and all that. Eut that's what :,-ru'ie talkirhz,
about.. And I think here in 11,,,waii WP just hanl.m .

to have a tit,

mpre onen and a bit o,,-, 1,1T.,n9li.v, po1 i7el1 p.n,,,.: that which

can Le found in manv other Places. Ei-ner we take the initiaLive
-ir-id do what we can do or else, as I said, somel-ody lilie me will

make comments like this at every conference we have.

nl
Comment by 14cConnell--I have a general comment ai_ont, the

same lines. That is if you wait for governMent to solve your
problems they won't get solved. If yOU wait for governmen to/ ,

give you the i'iformation you need, you probably won't get it.

(1overnment really ds a conflict-resolving meehanism; it responts
to pressure. I think economic interests recognize that very wIll.

Citizens' groups, consumer groups are less :,)rganized. They don't

have the central thread, thP comm.= interests that some of the
more vested interests do. Consequently they're weaker in that
process. 1.2ut I think you have to recognize it for what it,is,.and
there's no place like utility regulation or communication -L) see
how this process works and howvested intevesc have a great deal
of po'.:er.

Comm,Lit:bz_B=11--I am concerned about the ov,Arriding
comments that we've had so far of elitPs, communication elites.
Coments that private citize,:is cannot kno-,: enough possibly to
1-)articipate in planning, tho we hPITP to be concerned about toe
flow of information from this elite- to that elite. J think

that if we continue to ao in that direCtion-it's a bad road to
llow. I think the opening up of the communication media
through cable television is one way we can counter that force.
We can get politcal pressure, political action, as Jerry says,
.Znto the hands of the people who give the politicians their
power. I'd like to see that happen.

Comment by WebsterI'd like to follow the possabil,ities of
political campaigring through ctle teleVision. Common Cause is

interested in seeing More fairness and c,Jality in political
campaigns, so th.qt cnmpaigns aren't based so much upon fund-
1.nicing 7hou1 d nr- more access to the public
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for anyone 1.ho wishes to campaii:n. Cable television is one ',Tay

that could cut down the costs. If people can campaign by cable
it wouldn't cost them a great deal of money. Also, there's the
possibility for public input into the campaign process. The
supreme court decision has thrown us into the position where we
can limit the amount spent on a campaign only if the campaigner.
accepts some Public funds. If he accepts no public funds you're
technically limiting his right to free speech. But then he can
raise any amount he wants or use any amount of his own money he
wants. So you don't get any eoualization. So, we'd like to see
both cheaper ways to campaign and a way to put some public funds
in without it being burdensome and so that people can be limited
in the amount they spend.

Perhaps there has not been enough said in this panel 11-4t
Privacy and rights of citizens The possibility ex-ists of
surveillance afindividuals in tteir most private affairs 1.1c1

as the amount of money they havP, their health records and so
on. I understand that insurance companies can find cut from
data banks a great deal oZ a person's health information and so
on. This bri: up the question of'what is privacy and what

information about ourselves should be included in a riht to
privacy. It also raises the specter of errors. In fact if an

error gets into the computer and the person to whom it relates

has n awareness of what's in the\computer he has no way of
knowint-it,.let alone bein able to correct it. I think this

is a vital area of concern that we must think about.

Comment by Barney.--Just to follow up on that, Edith, if
the government choces to regulate rid if the gvernment chooses
to mandate, then I feel that the gu:ernment has an obligation to
'ensure the mechanism for development. I'm speaking in particular

of cable television. 'Right nov we have no interconnection among
systems on this island as far as access goes, so it would be very
difficult for us at this time to have an island-wide cable tele-
vision campaign because there is no mandate on interconnection.

Comment from the audience--A company that does radio and
television surveys came up with the idea that people who have
unlisted phone numbers might have different radio listening
habits than other people. They -iecided that they -,;ould get hold
of the Unlisted phpne numbers across the country and make a
And this has happened. And this is an infringement of privacy.
It is an invasion because an unlisted phone number is not public
property. :lilt it has become so. Co, the can of worms has been

opened and let us be very careful.

Comment from the audience--i'd like to 'speak to ethint:

Edith and Barney mentioned. That is campaigning by L5 r. I

was in Charge of Oceanic Cablevision's' cable coffee hour's,
.camPaign via cable during this past- '.1ction season. (I am .

no_lonr;k.: with ,1,:t:ario (Thh-lv;fli.ln.) This was very little used..
w,:ts a token, ,a mere $5 for a hhl hour wl (Th we felt

r)--;
6
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eminently reasonahle. 7his fee was onarTced also to enate
the ;possibility of hein accused of F.r.ivinF time for ocmethinz: of

to any one candidate. But hardly anyone actually used this
service and to the best of our Itnowledge no one ever made it clear
tc u= th=t the use of the cable was significant to their c=r=4rns.

oushect the penetration was not i-zreat tacui7h to comnete for time
with a .half an hour cf comparable time on a commercial station--
even thouE7,h the costs -...ere astronomical to ao so. I don't fee
that at 7 p.7:. a ter:son is likely to tune 0.17. nr.d into
Chnnel 21 of their convert a 'cox in order to se- a rolitical

method of :-ublicity could alpronch .he pobi
of the co=ercial 1H1 stations. In connection with what you
people were talkin-, chout, T we: -res,in,]od .of a ::uote attrilute*
te iienry David Thoreat:, the rni-111-alist. W::en was

a te1r.:::-nrh 2ine ;,..as to hi ountrace.i

he is n11-,'e-i to have said, -very Put

in :-ine and Texas have sny to one
Iner." I thin this - t,he rrohlem with acces:. It's all

-!nd s"oo]; tho oystem anylcody ean wal in off the s.treet.:

sisn u-it with ocea:i_ fact is
noh,iy uses it. I think it has letss to do with inaccez:sibility
or unfamiliarity than with the f,,ct that 1:eop1e arc not in fact
accustomed to c:na.unicatini 'ry any means other than the standard
methods.

%rIment t 1 tnin'k you ocAld have said the same thinc:
nrout the telephone 50 years no. The fact that the use of access
is only by a. few ceo-rle is'not importnt.

CompientTelephene is ,11 roint-i:o-noint switched system and
there's a bip7, difference ,,,otween thiat and caible-castin,:7 as :resent]y
constituted. I'm also/tinvolved inc-itizen-bond radio andifind a
r;reat cross-correlat/)n. Citizen Eand radio is the "ultifTlate"
ri.:7nt now. Even th4.1 hrondhani of calle, color t.v. seems mere
attractive.

interThcts--:t's .ertainy more accessable to have a
c'Lr or t.o,te than it is to have an access point

._Iewatcwn on Cook Street. :Hid also I'd like to follow ,27-1 few
of ycar other points. TLe f:.,.ct that few neople are use cf
acnes: in this city cal:1. ne laid oh neorie wh,o are usin!,
you can't lay it on the Di'A. 17. feel you can lay it dire,..ly at

eori.orato beins who are ih charr,c of the cable systems. In

bennsylvnia there's a tremendous ;Ise of ac(ress and hns
heen since the .2-hi 'tad thelr first eetini.-,. All of
sadden overyonc was aware a V a. s. To follow your political
point, i think you had more of , corporat.- interest in ,Nttinc
those people on. I think It more of the' t.ian, say, cettin
Je Leaueof Women Voters or r:ommon Cause onoor the program
*n which case younuld ave had a built in . twor that you -11 d

have taped for your thi:ik thin a;
consian.tion In your.viowIrr. I don't consider pa:It
1..'t; for iHture

.
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Audience corr.ment, Ted -,-ould like to su,=-7gest, first

of all, that "Citizens for Community Cable" a misnomer.

tnink it should be citizens fcr community t.V. I don't thin your

audience cares much whether they get their Picture and their
video off the cable or off the air. I_think one of the r..,-oblems,

and I've heard it mentioned here, is that the, FCC in effect.has
set up cable 1-rersus broadcasting as two different th4ngs. I'd

also like to say, as John Y.cConnell knows, we've recently Com-
nleted 2 years of hearings in the teleteene rate casa. One of
the tig factors of this was the mattE- =.parations. The FCC
says- this, the FCC says that, and we t: e ney mean that and
so on. And when you come down to the foocnote on the boLtom
see that what the FCC said on thPt issue r9oesee-: apply to the
:itate of Hawaii or Alaska. '_:ow being an islnd state- way out
the middle of the ocean th. are poesibilities that we epri

things that are not considered on the mainland. I thrik if
a citizens ,-orrimitt conurnd pbout telvi ci s they

not be hocking themseivento t-ansmise.ion by cable LUone. The

--.ossibility of establising a teleconunications office has been ,

'lioc.ussed in the past. W've talked about teebniel
in communication here, end one of the reasens ve don't have a
lot of the things that are aVaileble today is consistent with
reeulatory sysie,e1 that we have. .

And mabe some of you :nay not

-kno',' that We h't.-..re in -Hawaii are-unibUe in that we have only one

telphone company. And that tel.ephone com,-,any is owned enti e

-Alt-of-state. We are being served entirely by absentee owne,re.
The company that owns Hawaiian Telephone is only something like
6 of the total telecommunication market in the nation. In

completing.this theory, we have an adversary position 1)stween
the Public Utilities Division, the pl-imary regulatory agency,
versus the entire might of the telenhone industry. How can the
staff of the PUD effectively operate as the consumer Protector?
Under legislation past last year the PUD was -supposed to have
17 or. 18 additional boies tc.to_that and they didn't even get
that. In respo1 5e to !,1?-.---2Umida,orgeization does exist in the

Statwide TelepLone User?, CommitteR which has been active for 2
years. And I'd like to see what John mif;ht have to say as to how
Le ft-is where the Deaartment of Pegulatory Agencies is on the
mntter of the tele(' :munication office and what other suggestions
he might have. In conc]usion let me .;z,.y that my impre3sion of

'this rate hear,,ing is that the deeision which comes out be

strictly 'raed ,11 legal p;o7md3, which I think may be ery far

removed from what Edith has mentioned as the "public" mo.jia.
I think it'5 about time where citizens wanting to See some
advancement 'n communications start saying let's change the
laws. Let's get the humanities into the picture and not
continue on the basi5 regulRfr,ry methods which were ,established
way back in the days thnt Dndlas Williams was. talking about when
the railr.)ads first came out. So. t colitend that our regulatory

sy::,tf7,m is eel:I:airily- a h is' nd 1,11grv mnnifa7-t-Ition en1 how do

we go ab()Ilt: to.chr- it?
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Larney ,c.mments---zirtt of all, I'd like to su7port what you

atout the out-of-state ownershiz of the phone comtany ty SayinT
t all of the c.am7..--cial television stations,are now owned hy
t-of-sate fines. I;ext, we are conce-rned, as Citizens for
uaucity Caltle, with the communication astect that is affordd

by the many channels cable offersa minimum of 20 recIlired "ty
law--and the uses that can Ite made of those.

John McConnell comme.nts--1ed asked'rne a ,Trestion. -b-
I said that yes this technoloy is there. -1-.s for its use

T think you have to maximize the opportilhities for innovation, for
-ccople in the private sector to try to it in
or whatever ways they want. I think if you could i-,et trrn
of climato, rather th,,,a a ,trict monor.aiTstic

we'll have morf._ and better users. j it, I

are ecoho-- ahl a
cc rei-THlation is Ie req.iired.

to yhur auestoh abe, whether we .-'1ould have an
office of teleeomnicatieu pollicy I tIrink that te,. often -ant

to create more buren,:eray who- we've i-.7et a problem. :lure it

would to nice to have an oft'icie of tel.-Lhirct-ion
lut arir,ain, you've pot to set priorities aT.:1 Y.311'Ve ti;o7, to_decide

where you want to spend yollr meney. And that is done ever at the
lee:islature.

John_hite ii)-oluntary infor-

-)TI deprivation. There's been a lot of talk about cable
t.V. At the povernor's task force I listened to part of their
discussion. T. ve,-y enth,h-,lactic. I went home and looked
in my yellow pa{,;e: and cal led one company up. They asked me
where T.lived anr] I said :.:akakilo. They said they had the
iJ]land divided .dp and they have one part and other companies
_have others. _I said WI:o has my section of the island. So they

;7,ave me the name of the comnany that has my section. This compauy

told me Lliey have no cal:le booked up for !,!akakile aryl no plans

of over puttinf; it in. 'Thw thy own the communication richtslto
my neihborhood and ts. refu.so to serve me. Is it :,..oinc.; to

i'ist indefinitly?

CommentThat's a r,o0d question, Jo'hu. hhet the
lepislature established the law they divided up the world of
o.able t.v. They established as a policy that these systems
should expand . as rap;dly e.s possihle and cover the Whole stato.
Dit there are rea.l 1.,roblr.s in el,]',Jrcing thf,O.:_ I think von

have a good point h,l.t let a :cist the cemTany
argu.ment because it'5 there. They say we'-;e develepe,1 the ireas

whore the off the air reL:op'-.ion is bad ar, )ei'O we can achi±,v-,

a hi,th load factor. That is we can get a lot of people to
scribe. They if we go into these other areas we're
oniv going to g,et about 20 or 30% since they have good off thh
air rec,,ption. They say ye can't affor,i it. .v,7e Lave to have

capital cot, up front to expand -he system.. 1.:ith a

r 7r11:' po at it. I'm,
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casea naw where we': lack at what ac=e cf
the= are doing and I don't want to co= on it now. Et it Lc-,

a lezitinate issue, the z.aney hr-s to cc.:_e fro= :here :i17st

for the uafront capital to ex7and

Connent by Sanida--C.n- thin:7 -you zi,r7ht consider, which =ayi7e

a ijtt1 Lit of lawye- noi. is that if y=u hr.ve in effect
a public decision to allow what is otheri4ise in violatioh of
trust riEhts, to a certain rrivate entity to do s0=Eth1n,7 which
i= a trivate =andate and they're not doinc it, consider
sue theal, force them to do it.



"

F.ichard Barter

interest in meetin,;-,-, manifested cy such

turnout, strenathens my -celief that communication issut P'''-

-zinninE: to reach a broad audience in Hawaii. We have
in canel discussions references to a numlser of specific
interests and activities. Indeed, the .r_de is extremely
'Ercad and we have not touched on several important topics.

I like to stend a few minute.: outlinirr,7
:-Jvor:.Ten.:, and un:orcity activities in comm!inicnticl,

plr:c.in4. (This will be an
c.utline'sone nossib..10 to 7,,his. mcc!*

-een an is esc in the o'
dr

Usr'r's T-c,i7;i1-11Ls is sti'l "alive".
odr,:y of State Govel.;.-oht usac-e has -;.-on nr1,1 r t

ahalyze,i.

In -",he last session a House Re'zolution called for the
establishment of a State Office of Te]eco=unication
Discussi3ns alDout this have been held with mem'rers of the
`?1,-.-omil:dnication industry.

The State General Plan outline calls for a discussion of
land use/transwrtati,,n/commnricsation--aci indication of official

aiministration recognfon that comm)nication is an 5.mportant
community resource. Mol-e recently, conversation.; _have been
old with State Departm61nt of Planninr; and Economic Developmont
Ltaff in which some of us at the University were asked to
provi,de sur:T:estion;;; as to how coanunication,planninp; miEht be

Olie of tha purposes of this conference is to
attempt to defin ssne ef the issues in part as a. response ts

interost.

The State a2so appointed a OAT': citizen adyLfery board .
an iz too eften the case, the beard hash't been :=Jetiase.

The State haz taken an irlterest in the Y'QW por,tnoned Pacific
T.-lecommunicaion Forun. Isis wou]d ormizd mcctInj
desi:!n,..2d to lorinFT, persons teq:,etherfron the P'acific Recion to

discuss in an -:nfro.m.,41 purphlem.: and

poibillties for the future.

Some of the currst academic inte-sest in communic;,ti,..-n
the PF,ACF'.,-;AT pr.4ect, which involves a number of low-

VoiCe stations in the Pacific connected via
fr,011A Svstem has been concecf4ed vith coim,uter to computer

f-iijvin.-vin og,ket-:;witchinf:: and the ase

9 0



aaLT, for .'ata n-umizer :f protosals

seek-in: acdr=-== te7e2:mmunication/tr=n':Pprt'.tion traoecff

cuestion CAT-1 us- 'e, ATC-o use, etc., have 1:een Prepared.
Althgh we have : to r ceive any large grant award7. the
exnerience has br'_igt tgEether a num-cer of =cholars se':eral

iifferent fields.

International ggn-re-nces have I.-- hosted by the :_ast-est
Communication Institute addressing tosics of Information flow,
TEACESAT use. policy and nlanning for 'i.evelopment and uorulati
information systems. A major program in Policy and nianning for

com=fgation is now un-'er way at the Center.

The Communication li-.esearch Group of the Social Sciences
and Linguistics institute and the Hewaii ';',e=earch Center f:r

sun,nort from 7,P7D) is cgmHlin a dirctol-,,

of oeople, pro,jec-,m. nd o-r-t7ani7n.:nns vy).7.ncd with or workin

in the flield of --- *cation. ':f= now ha'.-e a 0fl,ihic.1--Fise,1 Th

of more than 30n s .

There are a number nf ctner activit:ies which could be

mentioned. SPecific not.- should be made of the several citi

Froups now Concerned with communication matters. Included

the Honolulu Community-11edia Council and the Oahu Council of

Presidents' task force on communications.

Plans for the immediate future inglude the organization of

a series of in-depth seminars on several of the topics covered

today. We see the need for perhaps half-day meetings preceded

in some cases the circulation of working pr-r.-.ers or the ex-

posure via site Visits to particular industries (e.g., Hawaiian

Telephone Co. plant; Faw'aii newspaper agency; C(:)!...:7AT station,

etc.). Four or five seminars may be held thio opring and early

summer followed by a ":7,umnary Conference".

Cooed 'non this exposure and learning erperience, we hope

to be able to comroission a series of studies to add detail and

ilocumehtation to cur work.

P,krther steps end work will hini-,e upon the feeciback from

this, corifefn,-,-, sc,minars.



cteninf: f.m:-nks, Gerr:.1d tre tone of tre
enti:Tt canferenc-, ::hen he noted t.n.F...t, while cli cur: increase
coc c=unicatienz facilit:es and inforrnaticn Pr-ucessinE cana-
:liitIes in to 'aecome the "Terran C:u7'er of the PPa.'fla
"Laasir, -alannin.: must also take lIcto acaciunt the

that dnder7ic the develor.ment and cont.:: uf such

f-Jollitis and caTtieo. Infer7nation aces not Eniv
V-alTh su ratner bro7iie5 an eeivironment in whichn:nTs

fo,..ed and value: are dete-ed. Technics :tecbn-inur,,
in h.!...0,11y The of ?now- tat

livin7 cur aive,5, bat
:lc:2dhan has indicted, tne medium, ten:is to be2=e the
itnelf; the means *recome the ends. As rapidly-

t:crrvh ,:,--tranofcr--:, The diztanecs nf spnco

7::1: duration: of ti7C: in whi(2h human :rdn,-s reiate to ene anothen,
cn:-1 nnace.are ne lon.-er the menns to 1:7e, tzit the fonn:a'_icTs

of human existnce.

Thus, '71:-ry El=i1 's eauteu to us, that the messai7e of

-2an either 1-'e destroyed or promoted icy the manner in

hien our oemmtnsicatIons and information technole,7ics are developed
in is well worth aisteninr7 to. Perhaps we need to take
another iOOh at the lioha Cpirit and try to understand it as a
techn-irlue nr on an atttude to cmeloy in the formati.on of Eawaii's
cemmunieation policy.

'ne firnt roi. dis,.h,nion on "Chanin Co=unications
Technolwies" Prouht out se7eral imPortant points about the
:,roblems and possii:ilities of ehanp:e. :;e(1 Weldon pointed cut the

ty for errr ir P-elictinr, the future, n pnly because we

eah't 1:,:ne the new te,nnoloi7ies of the future but also becal:se
we cannct really predict what will happen with the technologies

alreai: ccane in point: the explosion in the number c2
n-na-held electroni_ caleniaters of The aLe:t few years). A recent

renort :.etei that last yea- alone, over 10 million radies were

in t to 7,77-111 Thoonicaaly, while most of eo=unica]on.:
p]anninr, ar-.ed at de,:-.reasinir, the depen'ence upon trmspurtaTion
and a,..t mal",:nr: the home or off:ce a communicats center to brinc,
infu.r.:ation in and eut of, the increaHnir, numter of CB radios
installed in :7ot-,-.r 7ehlelen mlake the home :solete rather th'::

the automoni.e!

Two Imnortant points that emered from th discussion dealt
with the problems asseiutcd with the e,Npohential. Fru.4th of
information a7xillable and in the ranid chanr,e-over iri hardwan
syste:i,a th,elves. The speed of modern infermation processin
systems coupled with the ease of access to This inforffation,vic-t

eventually (if it 1;%5
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het already done sm:. wit'n

to nelir. him Ttere is r=7-1

,-,e_ , aol tout Lea cc ano,ne_

corrutts", we can unersOan4 the sense of ChPr'l=,
modern abase, "Power imrotence". Too much information t-r,..n be

detilitatin7. If we arrive at the point where we can't
consult all of the necessary infor-,,,t4on that we 2"P ,,ware of 17.--fore

makin a fecision, we are left with an undsirPble 74ther

we never :7:et arou.nd to makin the decison because we are =lways
doin the research for it or we make the decision in the anxiety of

wi.c :ion't really know all of the relevant facts. 17erhaps

the skill: needed, not so much to ,,olve ths dile= as 'Lc
it, are those of critical analysis and valuE conr-Lc.,:--,s. If

informatir. overload is the orcble7 to contend With, the proper
weaoon appeFrs to te "selectivity". The machines, have taken

the task cf 7ro-iding the treadth of informtion for us; we
left with the of findinc7 the rro: - criteria (v-,lues,

assumptions) and analytical methods to help us select from cur
tnoroaningly comPle:: ihfor:7.ao-ion environmeht. J1;7

may te tne nee-,ty of shiftng from a iofcal :concept of "truth"

the correct answer, approach way tnins

to the more aesthetic concept of "truth" as reYcla_ticn or discovery

(1:2 alethea) 7,e) that, using -iiffeseht an.ti differen

methods to process the same information wil. leave us with tho

anxiety of h:,.vina- to choose whteh of the renhltin- answers :7

bat rather with the satisfaction iia-ing creatn :. numneus

possibilities for

The second of the t":o 7:otnts

to me :n this session wan b-r,.ii7ht 01;1.: in a dineunc_on by .7:_-hn

and was concerned with the :.rolemn :crentol marketinc by the

rapid changes in technol noted 'hat techncl:-ies ih

communications and arc r':..nt7 7) fast t1-.::t peol ,e

are more and more reldc-c th-msolv-er to a sp-:_ifte

system for fear that it wi. 1,1,.;; the 1 r. e t: it.

'1-hfl' culprit now is not only the rdriount of stuff available to choose,

fon but the amount of time we h=ve to choose and use it. The

:-ez,earh an:i development money that makes theLe rapid chances

:-ossiblo comes f-om the name companies that sell the research

roults to make _.-s.Thoy in the first-placc.- if nothin is marketed

etc of the "c:ait ant ee" attitude mentioned abovo, then tho

sos o research funln will dry up and the innovation in the:-,e

abas will slow lown or ce.!:e altogether. Iieasing eiluiprent Oat

than buying it solved this 1,rot2em at an eanl:e iate, now we

are at the point where equilent. is obnolete evon befor It :s

mahufactured, much less mari-eted, This too is_a pro-lem of

selectivity, both on the sie of the seller and that of the buyer,

and will require the sort of policy making and planning that al!ows

both buyers and sellers the sort of fouNdatiLn they need to

'confidently drop anchor in thin swirtly movinc stream of teehnoloy

lonc, enonr;h to get some fihing dohe and yet not so lon tha.:, they

become at:-Thod to a simle place and lone both the interest an::

the knfick of fln6 ohnf-e. This :ttuatien

9 3
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is 7.:t ne-,7: it is a form of the f-,ttio= shse
:effl-2r -,Tarhed -.Is of c decade arms). 7he -1-..crwer of the

io now c tverloain.-7 the accette,' thysc=7 constraints tft-.1r
wtr'F-, that it is perh.,--cs oncr- a.F.Pin time for :=':c-ther

:-.ehai:zance with accmtanyinz re,=efinition cf the "time" en
snace" cf the "-,7ori-d' we live in. 7ne Coternican -evc7uticm

redefine-i the time an-= stace of the me^-7eva7 worli ecal:se these
-2on-:etts had become tee cenfinin:: for the reaches of the h=am

The sectnd
7,1

several narticuiarly chcrds for
.

tf :he hene-::ts :f ce:rs--aer ,:nferchh-in7 netwer?
5 e7ories cf ny own en.;_,;_ fn the Ltary

'-'-r:ni" : 7 1 she The

con;e1----,inr; nne ined con-
yei,ience, (r):3L:-,-.,..11,7 when 'he need is for
7:rely rational lfnes. -::-hen the need is for exchani,:infz:
scot and reascnin, cc:!..pfl4er ccnf:,rencir will ri-s;:e
:7 think. sf nw:,v with .:rs;fe:r.-7icnnd
in FtY' cf r;:.search tn-__o are !:.evin ss s.uick-.7.- that rece.nrch is

the time :t c.r. be 1;-ulished nn.1 distriLuted, and

with an on-line, d:nily tipated co::i:uter conference
no ',work where all re--zearchers sfart their dny with a trintout and
eni their day with- a report irr.ut. F.owever, when the need
.--eyend this very narrow aren of human enicayor I ar:1 more scE:rtical.

'lettinr, rid of F,5 yc:-:e7e,-7:c,1 7-nd social hios in scientific
rcsearch on lasel-s fin:, but such "biases" become relevant Sat.:,

the subject of cii:cusion is society or politics cr the
individual. Computer conferencini: loses several i!-ortant
Th,!ensions of lanEuat7e (be*: 2a1.p.,uat7e, eye contact, etc.) to
its seed and convenience for rationally pure unoerta.kincs.
the way a nerson -looks is perhaps irrelevant to the rarified air
of scientific research, the way people,lock and smell and tal?: is
very im:)ortant informf:Ition in most other discussions. At:ain ny

own e::Teriences with communication technolci:y 15 years af.7s
definitely biad-;es my view of this mowerful technolorL7ical tool.

one tec:.nloi.Ty that 7tade international communication -L,s:',Th'!e
al,o it to tIn unO. ta 11.:::::tioed the telee
conversations of an entire city, and the fact t:7!.t 1 wa.s so

fa(:inated Ly this marve-le;:c .:reat:on of fcr st
-30.ni and now realise tn. I was inde,:d aad. ,e1 1;y it to
of' fai1 ini3 to use sund ethi( ,S1 ,luth7,ments in u:17e

r-!0ui-,=01)3. I went intx) sefvIce a physic.; malor
Lut S. e:-:iteda

The danc-,er, 1 thin?, lies in conru::ini7 the 0:lif.eration
face imnryas with ;deth lc!c:Inc,1 (V7 ana

differentthey are bot,h creative enter-Prises that lemnnd min-e
jus, inconaation; and I wonder if kno,,;inn-,. wh'at.other

somethinis does t.r:mt ofte binder our creative resi:en:e
to/an issue of a problem. We !Tris.t he carfr11,- tilt the
inni-eisrf in co::,.:nica-i.ion LJn.e-17!1-1.1,-,11

1,bt
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f7= :-7eyanfe:: enecl '=

0= slaan_nri-. ._:i00overy, then we go off into
the ana --7.ay away from the beaten raths. of the
sahelists 2lais0e.d Haweii nseded to catch un
cations technology with the anian. his strikes :Le as being,
at least in ::art, a los:nr- effort to fol'ow the lear' of the :-:e_niand
-.ather than .i;:ing cff on o-.= own. ';:e need to kee-r_ with -,.hat is

1-lar..7.:ening for sure ..at to ac0.sally oalrch 7=7 -te as

ad7ahta,7e:_s as rting new :aths in these areas that are ouch more
t.7.; ge0grashic end socio-t!ultara' 0zit -ion.

Eerhass this is unr..:alistic ana uninformed dreaming. I b0,lieve

that many of cur communicatisn0 7.-roblems might be si-vL-1 er=i7Y
a ccar:e oL 7.ecnnoL.._,E,1

it.

el'he hird ses7':,n sn "kc'1.= Dc-veoroets"
ch edacaticha: 'Thardin, the F'rench

de:lan:cd ever 2:_) years that the "age of nations is 1-a5t--12 is

i'me to "---41d the ea,-th"; but. 't c 1-)een iht,-rn-qtzonal television

and, a sfh7le important event, tlie view of the earth from the noon
and otier sT,ace---ceth ef technology rather than of

::hilocosny of politic,' ste-7;.,nco--that have made Chardin's -.,7crds

like something -socs'-rie in our own lifetime rather than like

a utepl-_. Thus -,Te 7,a'h a bro-der perspective on the world and on

oul-z:eives a= a result of increased inter-cultural,
an'i even extra-terresti ccmmunica',ion.

The problem involv, in working Chordir.'s goal cam be seen af',

twer making -people aware of the services'and techn.lbgies'
available and helpi.ng them to -cuuire th,, skills necessary o use

them. Media literacy dn general and keyboard skills in particular
were pointed out as prerequisites for accomplishing this. Just as

ca.pid changes in .technolcgy make hardware ol;solete at an ever
increasing rate, so too does the resulting change n society and

ev-er:yday life make many of our human skdlls increasingly obsoletes

:1,arning a skill for a lifetime of emrloyMent is really no longer

a viable option in a co'.:ntry l'ke the United Stateq. We M11::L

rather see our life as a continuoun process of gaininv, skills and

using them. r:.-ither nnr vocetional education can:be seen

loner enr:,7 life's way; learnin7 is much mr-d-0

an intet7ral part of cur da':y rt.-,utine. If we Cali to

we tend to wor.?. tu kee the world the way learned it

:;chool. We tond te blo'ck rath,,r tnan tc .,-c)rk to ma.,,.e t-c:c

world way w'e imaune it ..:01_11(1 no

The fourth and sonnion on "Fuhidc Interest and
harticThation" raised r...,m,erous quentions.about the e-,-7nershin ani

reglIdation of the media and technolocv, piibi al-Jathy, and :.T,ove'sn-

ment resist,- -- citizen particiration'in the control -. ccess.

The fear th- .:.ens will ,'ntinue to be.excludod from di zion

makinj, seec:. ue derivj.not only from tht* growinl;

t--bnr,l, t "I 1 111- n 1 -12 )11

el I)
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as it is active promotion Of the skills necessary to open up the
whole range of communications and iaform.,,..tion Processing technology
to as vide a group as possible. This is citizen Tparticipation and
public interest in the Positive sense of joining in the benefits cf
modern technol-y.

The conference as a whole spent much more time on epistemic
questions than it did on-technical ones. This suites my own
interests in the subject very well and I was very happy with the
whole affair. That planning and policy making efforts are focussing
on such issues mo-.7e than on the matters of engineering the
technclogies themselves show, I believe, a significant change in
the direction of planning. We have snown ourSelves to be good at
developing and planning the what of communicatib,*s te,:hriology, the
systems; and now turn to plans of how to imnlementhis
I share the interest expressed by many at the conferenqe that, Lhis
sc:t; ois communications conference should be a reular thing.
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Annenberg School of
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P.P.P.TICIPiriT PROFILE

As a -cart of the conference registration procedure, we asked
people to respond to a few Questions about what thz.y did and about
their interests in communication. The following is a brief
summary of the information gathered.

Number of Participants by occupation/Place of work

Private-Industry (service)
Private-Industry (manufacturing)
Government
Education

23

1

14

34'

Non-Profit Organizations 4

Retired 2

Student - 17

Other, no response. -9

Total 100

Most important issue topics checlted by participants

Issue tonic Number of.checks

Privacy, ac-cess to information 33

Education for the communications era 30

Communication technology 29

Computer applications 26

Communication rights 23

Information availability to the public 22

Cable television 16

Communication regulation reform 15

Telecommunication/transportation tradeoffs 14

Public service satellite use 10

Effects of television on society 10

Telephone service al:..± fates 9
Spectrum allocation 5

Private satellite use 5
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AGEN
4tP:77D.I.X C

CO=ICLTION FU721TR7S: POLTCY 1-7.D 7'11_117.:'NG TSS-7S

Monday, January 17, 1977
Hawaiian Electric Comtany Auditorium
900 Richards St-r.eet, Honolulu, 1-1e..waii

9:00 Opening Remark,,

"Alternative Futures" - Gerald Sumida, Commission on the Year 2000

"Conference Orientation" - L.S. Harms, University of Hawaii,

Communication-

9:0 "Changing CommUnication Technologies--Options,
Possibilities for the .Puture"
Chairman:. Ned Weldon, University of Hawaii, EnP;ine,ring & V.

PanP.1: -Karen AhMai, Hawaii Research Center for Fi)t-,J,-

.-B.ud Schoen, Hawaiian Telephc)nc r,y, PlnInlin6

Division
-John White, HONOFED & Hawaii Te2ecommIlnicati0ns
Association

-Herbert Dordick, Annenberg Schc-,ol of Communication,

University of Southern California

11:00 "Information FlowInte, Across, Out from Hawaii"
Chairman: jim Richstad, East-West Communication Institute

Panel: -jan Huston, Survey Marketing Services, Inc.
-Miles Jackson, University of Hawaii, Graduate School

of Library Studies
-David Jones, Hawaii Technological Information Center

-Dallas Williams, C. Brewer and Company, Inc.

12:30 Video-tape: Requiem for Literacy

1:00 "Skills.Needs and DevelopmentMulticultural, Multimedia, and

Anticipatory"
Chairman: Syed Rahim,.East-West Communication Institute

Panel: -Gil Aldrich, Hawaiian Telephone Company, Training

Division
-Carina Christian, Chaminade.College
- Gerald Dykstra, University of Hawaii, Communication

- John Southworth, University of Hawaii. General Scifince

2:00 "Public Interest--Privacy, Right , Equity, Access, and Citizen

Participation"
Chairman: Kenneth Kupchak, Communication Task Force, Oahu

Council of Presidents

Panel: -John McConnell, Department of Regulatory Agencies

-Gerald Sumida, Honolulu Media Council
- David Barney, Citizens for Community Cable

-Eaith Webster, Common Cause, Hawaii

3:00 Communiontion Frojects and People in Hawaii" - Richard Barber,

University of Hawaii, Futures Center

3:15 "Conference Summnry" Phi1ip Poi=scrt, Hawaii Committee for
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